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Abstrat
An ad ho network is a self-ongurable, infrastrutureless network where nodes relay
pakets on behalf of other nodes. With the exibility and dynami nature of suh a
network ome added omplexity. Sine nodes are routed in a multihop fashion, the routing
strategy plays a signiant role in the network performane, speially that of throughput
and lateny.
This thesis proposes a novel Monte Carlo based ad ho routing protool, inorporating
reative routing, multiple paths, the ETX metri and a load balaning strategy. The
load balaning strategy utilises Monte Carlo methods to dynamially spread tra to
relatively idle parts of the ad ho network.
The viability of the proposed methodology was evaluated by means of simulation, an
analytial model and a hardware implementation. Extensive simulations of the pro-
posed methodology in various senarios were exeuted in the simulation environment,
OMNeT++. The analytial model is based on probabilisti behaviour and queueing the-
ory. Aspets of the proposed methodology were inorporated into Tmote Sky wireless
modules. Test were performed to evaluate the dierene the inlusion of the Monte Carlo
load balaning strategy has on lateny.
From the results of the dierent analyses it is onluded that the proposed methodology
is promising. The routing strategy generated its best results for networks larger than the
physial ommuniation range of a single node, where there was an even physial spread
of nodes. The given topology maximises the number of possible multiple routes between
any two nodes.
ii
Uittreksel
'n Ad ho netwerk is 'n selforganiseerbare, infrastruktuurlose netwerk waar nodes pakkies
namens ander nodes aanstuur. Saam met die aanpasbaarheid en dinamiese aard van so
'n netwerk kom ekstra kompleksiteit. As gevolg van die multihop wyse waarmee pakkies
aangestuur word, speel die roeteprotokol 'n beduidende rol, veral as dit by deurset en
tydvertraging kom.
'n Nuwe ad ho roeteprotokol wat reaktiewe padvindtegnieke, meervoudige paaie, die
ETX maatstaf en 'n lasverspreidingstrategie gebruik, word voorgestel in hierdie tesis. Die
lasverspreidingstrategie gebruik Monte Carlo metodes om die las op 'n netwerk op 'n
dinamiese wyse na minder besige dele van die netwerk te versprei.
Die doenbaarbaarheid van die voorgestelde metodologie was geëvalueer deur gebruik te
maak van simulasie, 'n analitiese model en 'n hardeware implementasie. Verskeie simu-
lasies van verskeie opstellings was uitgevoer in die simulasie omgewing, OMNeT++. Die
analitiese model is gebaseer op waarskynlikheids- en touteorie. Sekere aspekte van die
voorgestelde metodologie is in Tmote Sky draadlose modules geïnkorporeer. Daar was
toetse gedoen om te sien of the Monte Carlo lasverspreidintegniek 'n verskil maak as dit
by tydvertraging kom of nie.
Vanaf die resultate van die verskeie analises word dit afgelei dat die voorgestelde metodolo-
gie belowend is. Die roete strategie het sy beste resultate gelewer vir netwerke groter as
die sies kommunikasiebereik van 'n enkele node en waar die nodes eweredig versprei was.
Hierdie topologie maksimeer die hoeveelheid moontlike roetes tussen enige twee nodes.
iii
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Chapter 1
Introdution
Dependeny on network onnetivity is a growing need in the tehnology driven world of
today. Whether ommuniation or the transport of large quantities of data is the primary
goal, speed and aessibility are major fators that need to be taken into onsideration.
Sluggish data rates are everything but desirable onsidering the multimedia rih Internet.
With regard to aessibility, wireless tehnologies have taken a leap in the diretion of
being onneted wherever you are. The dependeny on a xed infrastruture limits the
salability and availability of networks. Even with wireless networks nodes are bound
by the range of a given transmitter. Extending the physial range of the Internet, for
instane, an thus beome a tedious and expensive task.
1.1 Motivation
An alternative to limiting network infrastrutures, is the utilisation of an ad ho network.
Sine information traverses ad ho networks in a multihop fashion, the range of a given
network is theoretially bounded by the longest hain of ommuniating nodes. With
the exibility, salability and dynami nature of an ad ho network ome various new
hallenges that must be overome. As the number of nodes in an ad ho network grows,
the number of potential multihop paths inreases as well. Determining the optimal route
to transport data along is a problem with multiple, everhanging input variables. The
nature of the needs of the network user also inuenes what is onsidered to be optimal.
A user ould require a high throughput, where the speedy transfer of bloks of data is
required. Another example of user need is low lateny, for example where multimedia is
streamed over the network.
The intuitive, and most utilised strategy is to merely selet the route between a soure
and destination node with the least number of hops. This strategy would probably be the
most eetive in a large perentage of data transfers in ad ho networks. However, there
are situations where the strategy's performane ould suer. A fator with substantial
inuene in the dynamis of an ad ho network is the physial layout, or topology, of
the nodes. An example of where topology ould inuene the performane of an ad ho
network as a whole, is where a ertain link is ommon to a large number of routes. When
tra inreases in the network, the link would at as a bottle nek, and an alternative
route, with possibly more hops ould be a better option.
1
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The status quo of the network at a given time, whih would omprise of physial layout
and tra distribution, thus both play a role in the potential suess of a routing strategy.
It was deided to investigate an alternative and novel approah to data routing in ad ho
networks, where these fators are taken into onsideration.
1.2 Objetives
This investigation set out to explore the merits of a novel ad ho routing protool. The
proposed protool would measure route quality by determining the expeted number of
times a paket needs to be transmitted between nodes before it reahes its destination.
By using this metri, the eets of physial network topology and data tra is taken
into aount. When data transmission is requested, a disovery proess is triggered, whih
ould potentially return multiple routes to a given destination. The metris of the po-
tential multiple routes are utilised as Monte Carlo type weighting funtions to determine
whih route is to be hosen for data transmission. The idea behind the weighting of routes
is to spread the load on a network in order to utilise the dynami infrastruture to its full
potential.
In order to investigate the validity if this Monte Carlo approah, analysis of the proposed
strategy should be done by means of extensive simulation of relevant senarios. A further
objetive was to develop an analytial model emulating the dynamis of the strategy. Suh
a model an subsequently be utilised as a planning tool to provide a reasonably aurate
performane indiation for suh a network, without having to resort to time onsuming
simulations. Although not a prime objetive from the outset, it was however, foreseen
to implement a rst iteration of a suitable high level hardware topology as a reasonable
emulation of the proposed strategy.
1.3 Contributions
In reahing the abovementioned objetives, the following ontributions were made:
 Development of a novel ad ho routing protool, loosely based on Dynami Soure
Routing (DSR)
 Inorporation of the Expeted Transmission Count (ETX) metri into the developed
protool
 Inorporation of the Monte Carlo load balaning strategy into the developed pro-
tool
 Analysis of the proposed methodology by means of simulation
 Optimisation of ritial identied protool parameters by means of a Geneti Algorithm
(GA)
 Veriation of the viability of the proposed protool simulation results by means of
an analytial model
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 Partial hardware implementation of the proposed routing protool, inlusive of
 Synhronisation of individual wireless modules in order to aurately observe
paket lateny
 Eletromagneti shielding of wireless modules in order to establish multiple
independent ommuniation paths
1.4 Thesis Outline
Chapter 1 The motivation, objetives and outline of the thesis are stated.
Chapter 2 A high level overview of ad ho networks and lassiation of existing ad ho
routing protools are given. Examples of relevant existing strategies and the fundamentals
of their operation are highlighted.
Chapter 3 The proposed methodology is stated and explained.
Chapter 4 Analysis of the proposed methodology in the form of simulation is disussed.
Simulation environments are also investigated. The development of the proposed routing
protool in the simulation environment of hoie, OMNeT++, is doumented.
Chapter 5 Analysis of the proposed methodology in the form of an analytial model is
disussed. Statistis and queueing theory utilised in the model are also overed.
Chapter 6 Analysis of the proposed methodology in the form of a hardware implemen-
tation is disussed. Relevant information regarding the hardware and embedded software
is given. Alterations to the existing routing strategy is explained.
Chapter 7 The testing proess of ad ho routing protools is investigated. A parameter
optimisation strategy, with its results are also doumented. Results obtained from the
forms of analysis as stated in Chapters 4-6 are shown.
Chapter 8 This hapter douments the onlusions subsequent to the abovementioned
investigation. Possible further researh with regard to the work done is also stated.
Chapter 2
Literature Study
In the design and implementation of a routing protool for an ad ho network, having
extensive knowledge and understanding in the existing tehnologies in the area, enlightens
one as to where improvement is needed and where design hoies should not be tampered
with. This hapter runs through the basi denition of an ad ho network, the tehnology
it is built upon, and touhes various diretions that an be taken when designing an ad
ho routing protool. A loser look is also taken at the basi strategies behind some of
the more prominent existing ad ho routing protools.
2.1 Wireless Loal Area Networks (WLANs)
The dependeny on xed infrastruture in traditional wired Loal Area Networks (LANs)
puts a spoke in the wheel of development towards salable and mobile networks. The
advantages of a WLAN an be ategorised into the following ve broad ategories [4℄:
 Installation speed and simpliity. No ables have to be physially installed.
 Installation exibility. Wireless networks an reah plaes where wiring proves to
be problemati.
 Salability. A variety of topologies an be supported. Congurations an easily be
hanged for small to large networks, onsisting of many users.
 Improved produtivity and servie. Shared resoures an be aessed anywhere in
an organisation.
 Redued ost-of-ownership. Overall life-yle osts an be signiantly lower than
that of its wired ounterpart.
The salability of a WLAN, however, is still limited by the physial range of ommunia-
tion as governed by the wireless tehnology in plae. A entral aess point also still ats
as the bakbone of the network as a whole. It ould thus be said that the network is still
bound by the infrastruture in plae.
A more salable and dynami alternative to the onventional WLAN, would be a self-
ongurable, infrastrutureless network where nodes relay pakets on behalf of other
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nodes. Suh a network is formally referred to as a Mobile Ad Ho Network (MANET).
From here on these networks would merely be referred to as ad ho networks, sine the
nodes are not neessarily implied to be mobile.
2.2 Ad Ho Networks
An ad ho network is a (possibly mobile) olletion of ommuniations devies (nodes)
that wish to ommuniate, but have no xed infrastruture available, and have no pre-
determined organisation of available links [5℄. Eah node has the responsibility to have
an awareness of other nodes that fall in ommuniation range with it. It is not neessary
for every node to be in diret ommuniation range with every other node, sine network
pakets are relayed in a multi-hop fashion aross the network. Nodes an also enter and
leave the network, whih is a step in the right diretion when it omes to signiant im-
provements in salability. An ad ho network an be built around any wireless tehnology,
suh as infrared or Radio Frequeny (RF).
The dierene between an ad ho and infrastruture-based WLAN onguration is illus-
trated in Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 [4℄.
Figure 2.1: Ad ho wireless network onguration
This alternative approah to a wireless network is aompanied by a new set of problems.
The multihop routing aross suh a network introdues a unique and omplex problem.
The possibly mobile nature of an ad ho network ompliates matters even further.
2.3 Categorisation of Ad Ho Routing Protools
The routing level problem in ad ho networks has seen many dierent approahes in the
quest for fators suh as high eieny and salability. In the development of these proto-
ols, dierent ategories of approahes have appeared. An overview of urrent appliable
ad ho routing protools, and how they are lassied, are illustrated in Figure 2.3 [6℄.
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Figure 2.2: Infrastruture-based wireless network onguration
Ad hoc routing protocols
Flat routing Hierarchical routing
Proactive Reactive
FSR FSLS OLSR TBRPF AODV HSR CGSR ZRPLANMAR
Proactive Hybrid
DSR
Figure 2.3: Classiation of ad ho routing protools
2.3.1 Flat Routing
In at routing, eah node plays a role of equal importane. There is no hierarhy in
the addressing sheme. Flat routing an be broken down further into two ategories:
proative and reative routing.
2.3.1.1 Proative (Table-Driven) Routing
Proative routing protools ensure the exhange of bakground routing information, re-
gardless of whether ommuniation is requested between nodes. These route updates are
sheduled at ertain intervals. The idea is thus to maintain relatively fresh routing in-
formation. The down side to this approah is the extra tra generated by the onstant
ooding of ontrol pakets aross the network.
The most popular proative routing protool, OLSR, is desribed.
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Optimised Link State Routing (OLSR)
In order to redue the tra generated by the periodially sent ontrol pakets, Multipoint
Relays (MPRs) are used by the protool. An MPR is, for example, the minimum set of
one-hop neighbours required by a node to reah all of its two-hop neighbours. Updates
are then only sent through the given node's MPRs. OLSR works eiently in dense
networks. In a sparse network onguration, more neighbours would beome MPRs, and
the eieny would thus drop.
2.3.1.2 Reative (On-Demand) Routing
Reative routing attempts to redue ontrol tra by only exhanging routing information
when ommuniation is awaiting. When a node wants to exhange data with another node,
route disovery takes plae. The disovery of a route thus only happens on demand.
Two of the more prominent reative routing protools will briey be desribed.
Ad Ho On Demand Distane Vetor Routing (AODV)
When ommuniation awaits, route disovery is initiated, and a Route Request (RREQ)
paket is ooded to all of the soure node's neighbours [7℄ [8℄. This ooding ontinues
until the destination is reahed, or an intermediate node with a fresh enough route to the
destination is found. Destination numbers, sequene numbers and broadast identia-
tion numbers all help to ensure loop free routing and the maintenane of reent routing
information. Intermediate nodes reord the address of the neighbour that had sent the
RREQ paket in order to establish a reverse path for the Route Reply (RREP) paket
to propagate towards the soure one the destination has been found. The proess is
illustrated in Figure 2.4 [7℄.
Route maintenane is done by the sending of link failure notiation pakets in the event
of broken links. Route disovery an then be repeated by the soure if ommuniation is
still desired. Periodi hello messages are sent to neighbouring nodes in order to ensure
an awareness of the status of links in their environment.
DSR
DSR works in very muh the same manner as AODV. The dierene lies in the fat
that DSR pakets ontain full routing information, where AODV pakets only arry the
destination address. A route request paket keeps trak of the path it follows until it
reahes the destination. The paket, with this information, is then sent bak along the
same route [7℄ [9℄. Figure 2.5 illustrates the dynamis of DSR [7℄.
2.3.1.3 Protool Comparison
Table 2.1 [6℄ shows a omparison between the dierent at routing protools mentioned.
N denotes the number of nodes in the network, and e the number of ommuniation pairs.
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N1
N3
N2
N5
N4
N6
N8
N7
N1
N3
N2
N5
N4
N6
N8
N7
Source
Destination
Source
Destination
(a) Propagation of the RREQ
(b) Path of the RREP to the source
Figure 2.4: AODV route disovery
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N1
N3
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N4
N6
N8
N7
N1
N3
N2
N5
N4
N6
N8
N7
Source
Destination
Source
Destination
(a) Building of the route record during route discovery
(b) Propagation of the route reply with the route record
N1-N3
N1-N2
N1
N1
N1-N4
N1
N1-N4-N6
N1-N2-N5
N1-N4-N6-N7
N1-N2-N5-N8
N1-N2-N5-N8
N1-N2-N5-N8
Figure 2.5: Creation of the route reord in DSR
Table 2.1: Charateristis of at routing protools
OLSR AODV DSR
Routing philosophy Proative On-demand On-demand
Routing metri Shortest path Shortest path Shortest path
Frequeny of updates Periodially As needed (data tra) As needed (data tra)
Use of sequene numbers Yes Yes No
Loop-free Yes Yes Yes
Worst ase exists Yes Yes (full ooding) Yes (full ooding)
Multiple paths No No Yes
Storage omplexity O(N) O(e) O(e)
Comm. omplexity O(N) O(2N) O(2N)
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2.3.2 Hierarhial Routing
Growth in size of an ad ho network inreases link and proessing overhead [6℄. This limits
the salability of a given network utilising a at routing sheme. Nodes are grouped in
so-alled lusters, and then dierent nodes are assigned dierent responsibilities inside
and outside the lusters. In eet, a hierarhial onguration is formed in muh the
same way as the hierarhial Internet.
Clusters are mostly formed by nodes in lose geographial proximity to eah other. Eah
luster assigns a leading node (lusterhead) that is in harge of organising ommuniation
with other lusters.
Clusterhead-Gateway Swith Routing (CGSR)
CGSR [10℄ [6℄ uses the Least Clusterhead Change (LCC) algorithm to partition the net-
work into lusters. Clusterheads are then eleted within eah luster. Nodes ommon to
two or more lusters are alled gateway nodes. When ommuniation ommenes, pakets
hop from lusterhead to gateway to lusterhead until they reah the destination luster.
The lusterhead in the destination luster then forwards the paket to the destination (if
the destination is not the gateway or the lusterhead that it has already traversed). The
strategy is illustrated in Figure 2.6 [6℄.
Clusterhead node Gateway node Internal node
Destination
Source
Figure 2.6: CGSR routing: showing a data path from soure to destination
Zone Routing Protool (ZRP)
ZRP [11℄ [6℄ is two level hierarhial in nature, but is also lassied as a hybrid routing
protool. It is a hybrid between proative and reative routing. Eah node falls in a
predened zone entred around itself. Within this zone proative routing is used. When
ommuniation reahes outside the soure node's zone, route disovery by means of RREQ
and RREP pakets ommenes.
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2.3.2.1 Protool Comparison
Table 2.2 [6℄ shows a omparison between the two hierarhial routing protools men-
tioned. N denotes the number of nodes in the network, M the average number of nodes
in a luster, L the average number of nodes in a node's loal sope, and e the number of
ommuniation pairs.
Table 2.2: Charateristis of hierarhial routing protools
CGSR ZRP
Hierarhy Expliit two levels Impliit two levels
Routing philosophy Proative Hybrid
Loop-free Yes Yes
Routing metri Via ritial nodes Loal shortest path
Critial nodes Yes (lusterhead) No
Storage omplexity O(N/M) O(L)+O(e)
Comm. omplexity O(N) O(N)
2.4 Routing Metri
All ad ho routing protools desribe a deision making proess where dierent routes to
a destination are evaluated and one is seleted aording to some predetermined metri.
Initially, the least amount of hops to a destination was the metri of hoie in ad ho
routing protool design. Fators suh as bad link quality and tra ongestion of links
an, however, ause routes with more hops to produe higher throughput.
ETX
The ETX metri [12℄ is an alternative metri that nds high throughput paths on multi-
hop wireless networks. The ETX of a link is the expeted number of transmissions required
to send a paket over a link. This expeted number inludes retransmissions. A link with
a lower ETX is thus better. The ETX of a link is alulated by using
ETX =
1
df × dr
, (2.4.1)
where df , the forward delivery ratio, is the probability that the data paket reahes its
destination, and dr, the reverse delivery ratio, is the probability that an aknowledgement
paket is reeived by the soure. By determining both of these ratios, asymmetry in routes
is appropriately handled. In order to maintain relevant values for these ratios, dediated
probe pakets, of a xed size, are broadast at a ertain predetermined period, τ . The
period, τ , is varied, or jittered, by up to ±0.1τ . The jitter is merely a measure taken
to redue the probability of synhronization, whih ould lead to paket ollisions. Eah
node remembers how many probe pakets it has reeived from a ertain sender in the
last w seonds. Dening count(t− w, t) as the number of probes reeived from a ertain
neighbour node during the last w seonds, and w/τ as the number of probes that should
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have been reeived had there been no losses, [12℄ alulates the delivery ratio from a
sender at any time, t, as
r(t) =
count(t− w, t)
w/τ
. (2.4.2)
The ETX of a given route, would thus be the summation of the ETXs of all intermediate
links falling on this path.
2.5 Ad Ho Routing Problems
In the design of any routing protool, there are several hurdles that need to be overome.
This setion briey runs through some of the more prominent problems that need to be
taken into onsideration in the ad ho routing protool development proess.
2.5.1 Route Loops
Loops being formed in the routes of a network are probably the biggest problem that
needs to be side-stepped. There are dierent situations that ould trigger the forming of
a route loop. One strategy to derease the number of route loops forming, is alled split
horizon [13℄ [14℄. In the implementation of split horizon, routing information is never sent
bak to the soure of the given information.
Another type of loop that ould our, is in a irular network onguration, where one
node suddenly disonnets. As routing information is sent around the irle, the hop
ounts inrements with every hop. Eah node thinks that the route with the ever inreas-
ing hop ount is still the only available route. This route update will loop indenitely
with the hop ount approahing innity [13℄. This problem is more formally referred to
as the ount to innity problem. By dening a maximum hop ount for any route, this
problem is solved. Any route with this maximum hop ount is lassied as unreahable
[14℄.
Another strategy to minimise the formation of route loops is the utilisation of so alled
holddown timers. If a route is delared unreahable or if the metri inreases beyond a
ertain threshold, a router will not aept any other information about that route until the
holddown timer expires. This approah prevents the router from aepting possibly bad
routing information while the network is busy updating its routing information around
the reent hange in topology [14℄.
2.5.2 Slow Convergene
Slow reation to topology hanges in an ad ho network results in sub-optimal routes be-
ing utilised, and it also inreases the probability of problems suh as the ount to innity
problem. A possible improvement in onvergene speed an be found by implementing
triggered updates. The moment a hange in the network is deteted, the routing infor-
mation is passed along to all appliable nodes [13℄.
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2.5.3 Common Link Congestion
In ertain situations partiular links, ommon to more than one route, beome ongested
due to various soures propagating their data over it. The problem is aused by the use
of a primitive routing metri that does not take network tra in onsideration. As is
the ase with most routing protools, the lowest number of hops is utilised as the metri,
whih leaves a vulnerability for the problem.
2.6 Summary
This hapter overed the basi theory behind ad ho networks, and also highlighted various
prominent ad ho routing protools being utilised today. Various design onsiderations
and possible hurdles in the development of suh a routing protool were also disussed.
Chapter 3
Proposed Methodology
The proposed solution set out in this hapter fouses on load balaning. An ad ho
network possibly omprises of many independent links and paths. The situation where
one path takes a large load, while another possible route remains idle, or less ative,
ould be managed in a more eient manner in order to better utilise the ommuniation
potential of the network, as a whole. The approah hinges on spreading the load aross a
network, by inorporating weighted deision making. A form of random, or Monte Carlo,
sampling is thus used. This hapter explores dierent possibilities introdued by Monte
Carlo methods with respet to ad ho routing strategies.
3.1 Monte Carlo Methods
3.1.1 Bakground
Monte Carlo methods are a lass of omputational algorithms that are based on the
priniple of repeated random sampling [15℄. These methods are often utilised when an
exat result annot be alulated deterministially [16℄. They have been found to work well
in systems that have many interating degrees of freedom. Systems that are haraterised
by unertainty in their inputs are thus ideal andidates for analysis or simulation by means
of Monte Carlo methods.
These methods have been used in the simulation of various physial and mathematial
proesses and systems.
3.1.2 Appliation Areas
The following appliations are examples of where Monte Carlo methods have been imple-
mented:
 Modelling of the behaviour of semiondutor urrent arriers [17℄
 Modelling of light transport in biologial tissue [18℄
 Simulation in nane [19℄
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 Simulation in statistial physis [20℄
 Calulation of pi [21℄
The idea to inorporate Monte Carlo methods in the design of a routing protool, omes
from the implementation of these methods in the modelling of the behaviour of semi-
ondutor urrent arriers. Sine semi-ondutor urrent arriers move in the path of
least resistane, and Monte Carlo methods are used to predit this movement very a-
urately, it was deided to investigate these methods utilised in deiding whih route to
transmit data along in an ad ho network. In a semiondutor, ertain fators inuene
the movement of the urrent arriers. These fators thus add weight to the probability
of the urrent arriers behaving in a ertain manner. The equivalent fators in an ad
ho network thus need to be identied in order for a similar probabilisti approah to
ontrolling the behaviour (routing deisions) of network tra to be implemented.
3.2 Routing Strategy
The basi strategy inorporating Monte Carlo methods leans heavily on multi-path rout-
ing in ad ho networks. The idea is to do route disovery on an on-demand (Setion
2.3.1.2) basis, and then keeping trak of multiple routes to the destination, if they exist.
The implementation is thus roughly based on the DSR routing protool, as desribed
in Setion 2.3.1.2. The hoie of reative, instead of proative routing, is an eort to
minimise exessive ontrol overhead.
The disovered routes would then be ordered aording to a metri. The metri is based
upon link quality and tra. The ETX metri (setion 2.4) fullls these needs. Sine the
ETX metri is dynami, it provides relevant information regarding the urrent status of
routes, whih is exatly what is needed for the proposed solution.
The probability of a spei route being hosen, is then weighted by the metri of the
given route. The probability of the best route being taken is thus the highest. In the
senario where a onsiderable amount of data is routed along a spei route, the metri
of the route would hange with the tra, and thus lower the probability of the route
being hosen for further data transport. By not merely taking the route with the best
metri, tra is spread out over the network. The idea is to utilise the network more
eiently as a whole.
3.3 Strategy Investigation
In order to explore the possible viability of the inorporation of Monte Carlo methods,
a simple Java appliation was developed that simulates the dynamis of the network
onguration as illustrated in Figure 3.1. The soure ode an be found in Appendix A
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Figure 3.1: Simple network onguration with three possible routes between nodes A and F
3.3.1 Algorithm
It an be seen that three routes exist from soure node A to destination node F. For the
purpose of this simulation, the routes will be dened by the links that form them.
Route 1: 0→ 2→ 5
Route 2: 1→ 3→ 5
Route 3: 1→ 4→ 6
Care was taken in ensuring ertain links are shared among the various routes in the simple
network onguration. The tra owing along one route, would thus have an eet on
the metri of another route.
In this simulation it is assumed that none of the nodes are mobile. The eet of link
quality is inorporated by randomly assigning a metri to eah link. As tra inreases
and dereases aross a given link, the metri hanges aordingly. The best route thus
has the lowest ombination of link metris.
In order to observe the improvement in network utilisation and also let the simulation
trak reality a bit loser, bandwidth onstraints on links are also inorporated. When
tra reahes a ertain threshold in a ertain timeslot, extra tra is added to the route
in order to simulate rising levels of ontention.
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3.3.2 Results
To have a benhmark to ompare results to, simulations were also done where the best
route was utilised with a probability of one. Results of where the best metri is always
used, will thus be ompared to where Monte Carlo methods are used to weigh the prob-
ability of route utilisation.
Figure 3.2 shows how tra dispersed among the three possible routes when the best
metri method was used.
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Figure 3.2: Network tra when best metri determines route hoie
The Monte Carlo approah delivered the results as seen in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Network tra when metri determines probability of route being hosen
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The average network tra along all three routes, as simulated with the two dierent
strategies, is plotted in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Average network tra of best metri and Monte Carlo strategies
It is lear from Figures 3.2 and 3.3 that theMonte Carlo approah spreads the load aross
the available links, while the other method merely loads the route with the best metri.
The inreased tra generated by ontention on the utilised route inreases the average
network tra, as seen in Figure 3.4. The Monte Carlo approah balanes the tra load
among routes, and thus dereases ontention, whih leads to less tra.
It is thus onluded that the Monte Carlo approah to load balaning holds promise when
it omes to routing strategies in ad ho networks. Even though various assumptions have
been made in this relatively high level simulation, it an be dedued that the basi idea
of the strategy shows improvement when merely observing average tra along a given
route. The reperussions of the strategy as a whole are to be disovered in further lower
level simulation.
3.4 Summary
This hapter introduedMonte Carlo methods, and inorporated it into an ad ho routing
protool. A high level simulation of a small network was run to gain insight into the
potential the desribed protool has. The proposed methodology generates less tra,
whih would result in better performane. This is now further explored in subsequent
hapters.
Chapter 4
Simulation
One way of extensively investigating the performane and dynamis of a developed routing
protool, is to run simulations that mimi a real world network utilising the protool in
question. It is thus desirable to inorporate as many inuential fators into the simulation
as possible, in an attempt to optimise the mimiry.
Simulation annot be trusted to be absolutely aurate, but it does provide a rough idea
of the dynamis and performane of a proposed protool.
This hapter starts by exploring dierent simulation environments, whereafter the steps
in the development of the proposed protool (Chapter 3) are doumented.
4.1 Simulation Environment
Developing a simulator from srath would be a tedious and intriate task if a realisti
representation of a real world network is to be simulated. For that reason it was deided
to investigate possible simulation environments that ould form an extensible base.
Various simulation environments that ould fullll the above mentioned need were found:
 OMNeT++ [22℄
 NS2 (Network Simulator 2) [23℄
 OPNET [24℄
 GloMoSim [25℄
 NCTuns [26℄
 JiST/SWANS [27℄
Investigation into the above mentioned simulation environments showed that OMNeT++
and NS2 are the two most widely used, and extensive doumentation exists for both.
The large library of already built network omponents, and the detailed doumentation
aompanying OMNeT++ proved to be the deiding fator in hoosing it as the platform
to develop the proposed ad ho routing protool.
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4.1.1 Bakground
4.1.1.1 OMNeT++
OMNeT++ is an open-arhiteture disrete event simulation environment [22℄. It was
primarily designed with ommuniation network simulations in mind. The generi and
exible nature of it enables it to be used for many other purposes as well, suh as omplex
IT systems and queueing network simulations. OMNeT++ has been developed by András
Varga, at the Tehnial University of Budapest, Department of Teleommuniations.
Veriation of developed protools is aided by a strong graphial representation, whih
inludes animation of transmissions. OMNet++ has built in apabilities dediated to
statistis olletion as well.
OMNeT++ is written and extendable in C++. Network topologies and onnetions are
dened in the so-alled ned language, while funtionality of the modules is written in
C++.
Due to the generi nature of OMNeT++, various frameworks, or extensions, have been
designed to speialise OMNeT++ in ertain areas. The most popular of these extensions
are the INET Framework [28℄ and theMobility Framework [29℄. The INET Framework fo-
usses on high level network protools, for example Internet Protool (IP), User Datagram
Protool (UDP) and Transmission Control Protool (TCP). The Mobility Framework, on
the other hand, aommodates the design of lower level wireless and mobile simulations.
For the purpose of the simulation of a newly designed ad ho routing protool, it was
deided that the Mobility Framework provides the tools and framework to be extended.
4.1.1.2 The Mobility Framework
TheMobility Framework provides an extensive library of basi modules whih an be used
in building spei appliations and protool implementations. The Mobility Framework
has been developed by the Teleommuniation Networks Group (TKN) at the Tehnial
University of Berlin. It was developed with extensibility in mind, whih makes it ideal for
rapidly developing relatively omplex network simulations. The ore framework, whih
implements support for node mobility, dynami onnetion management and a wireless
hannel model, provides the perfet base to build upon when a wireless ad ho network
needs to be simulated.
4.2 Implementation
The development of a network ommuniation protool is a multi layer problem. It ranges
from the physial layer all the way up to appliations at the top, running oblivious of what
is going on at the lower layers. For the development of an ad ho routing protool, and
the testing of it, only the network and appliation layers have to be reated.
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4.2.1 Design Overview
Figure 4.1 is a graphial representation of an ad ho host in OMNeT++, showing the mod-
ules and onnetions between them. The gure is a diret visualisation of the OMNeT++
ned le that denes a node in the developed network.
Figure 4.1: Ad ho host layers and onnetions in OMNeT++
At the top, the appliation layer, appl, is found, whih is onneted to the network layer,
net, and then the Network Interfae Card (NIC), ni. The blakboard module is used for
ommuniation within a simulation, while the mobility module provides funtionality for
nodes to be mobile. Lastly, the arp module is only used for address resolution between
ertain layers.
4.2.2 Utilised System Components
Figure 4.1 illustrates the modules and onnetions that form a node that is to be simulated.
The power of the Mobility Framework lies in the library of modules that an be integrated
into the developer's own simulation.
4.2.2.1 The Network Interfae Card
The ni module takes are of the physial, as well as the Medium Aess Control (MAC)
layer. The modules that form the ni module, as well as the onnetions between them,
are graphially represented in Figure 4.2. The funtionality of the physial layer (trans-
mitting, reeiving, modulation) is ontrolled by snrEval and the deider [29℄. The snrEval
module alulates Signal to Noise (plus Interferene) Ratio (SN(I)R) information for a
reeived message. The deider then uses this information to deide whether the message
has been lost, has reeived bit errors, or has reahed the destination suessfully.
If the deider determines that a message has suessfully arrived at its destination, the
message is forwarded to the MAC layer. The ma module that is used is an implementa-
tion of the IEEE 802.11b standard.
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Figure 4.2: NIC module and onnetions
4.2.3 The Network Layer
The proposed routing protool (Setion 3) would reside within the network layer. The
bulk of development overed in this report, thus resides within this module.
4.2.3.1 The ETX Metri
The ETX metri (Setion 2.4) is ontrolled from the network layer. Probe (HELLO)
pakets are dened. A HELLO paket has four elds:
 Destination address
 Soure address
 Time To Live (TTL)
 Sequene number
While the destination and soure addresses establish forward and reverse paths for the
HELLO pakets and aknowledges (HELLO_ACK pakets) to suessful transmissions,
the TTL and sequene numbers are used in the prevention of routing problems (Setion
2.5.1). Sine eah node only inspets immediate neighbours, the TTL would always be
equal to one for HELLO pakets.
As explained in Setion 2.4, a running window is examined in order to determine the ETX
of all links between a given node and its neighbours.
The network layer is the highest layer that ETX ontrol pakets ever reah. The applia-
tion running on top of the system is oblivious of the routing ativity taking plae.
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4.2.3.2 Routing
The proess of obtaining relevant information on the quality of links to neighbouring
nodes, desribed in Setion 4.2.3.1, runs independently on the network layer. For the
purpose of routing, ETX information is thus always available.
At any given time, eah node possesses a list of neighbouring nodes that fell in ommu-
niation range within a predened time frame. In the event of route disovery, RREQ
pakets are ooded aross the network until the intended destination is reahed. RREP
pakets are sent along the reverse paths of the disovered routes. On the forward and
reverse paths of the disovery proess, the routing ahes on intermediate nodes are up-
dated with fresh ETX values for routes to destinations that fall on the path that has
been travelled on. Figure 4.3 illustrates a typial route disovery yle, while Table 4.1
stipulates the route information that is gained as the RREQ paket travels towards the
destination, and as RREP paket returns towards the soure.
A B C D
RREQ RREQ RREQ
RREP RREP RREP
1 2 3
456
Figure 4.3: Intermediate node route update proess
Table 4.1: Intermediate route updates in disovery proess
Last link traversed Routes updated
1 A → B,
2 A → C, B → C
3 A → D, B → D, C → D
4 D → C,
5 D → B, C → B
6 D → A, C → A, B → A
With any route update, the spei route is time stamped in the route ahe. In the event
of a data transmission request, the soure node's route ahe is queried for a route to the
desired destination that has been disovered within a predened time frame. The logi
behind this strategy is to redue unneessary ontrol overhead. If more than one pakets
are to be sent to a ertain destination onseutively, it is most probably unneessary to
searh for multiple routes to the destination before every paket is sent. However, as
more time goes by between route updates, the risk of route information beoming stale
inreases. Thus, if data transmission is sheduled, and route information is older than a
ertain threshold, route disovery is triggered. The optimal time a route remains fresh
enough, however, is not a value that an be dedued intuitively.
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A time interval is dened in whih the soure node waits while the disovery proess
ommenes. After the interval, the Monte Carlo approah (Chapter 3) is used in seleting
a route. The ow of the strategy is depited in Figure 4.4.
Fresh route 
available
Route 
Discovery
Transmission failed
Transmission 
Request
>0 routes 
discovered
Monte Carlo 
route decision
Transmit data
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NO
Figure 4.4: Flow Diagram of the routing strategy
4.2.4 The Appliation Layer
In order to test the proposed solution, data needs to originate somewhere and be trans-
mitted to ertain destinations. The appliation layer takes on the responsibility of making
these deisions. To gain relevant output from the simulations, are must be taken in se-
leting the parameters of the input, as generated in the appliation layer. The testing
proess, with design hoies, is overed in Chapter 7.
Sine data to be transmitted originates in the appliation layer, the distribution of pak-
ets sent is ontrolled here. By determining time intervals between onseutive pakets,
the average data rate and distribution is ontrolled. Determination of inter-paket time
intervals is trivial if a onstant data rate is implemented, sine the intervals all have the
same length. If λ is the average transmission rate, then the time interval between pakets
would be
T =
1
λ
. (4.2.1)
Another tra distribution that is very appliable when it omes to arrivals, is the Poisson
distribution. To get Poisson distributed tra generated at a node, inter-paket time
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intervals, A(t), need to be exponentially distributed [1℄:
A(t) = λe−λt, (4.2.2)
where λ is the average data rate.
4.3 Summary
This hapter evaluates available simulation environments. OMNeT++ is seleted as the
platform to be utilised in the simulation of the proposed routing strategy. Design hoies
and development within the struture of the simulation environment are doumented.
Chapter 5
Analytial Model
Contrasting the simulation approah (Chapter 4), the performane of the proposed routing
protool was evaluated by means of an analytial model. The model hinges on expeted
probabilisti behaviour and queueing theory.
5.1 Queueing Theory
Queueing theory entails the mathematial analysis of queues. A queue is a waiting line,
onsisting of a number of entities waiting for a ertain servie. The soure population of
the queue ould be nite or innite. Other fators that also dene a queue, inlude the
probability density funtion of the arrival proess, the probability density funtion of the
servie proess, the number of servers, the queueing disipline and the queueing buer
spae [1℄. Considering these fators, ertain performane measures an be alulated, suh
as queue length, average waiting time in the queue or the probability of the queue nding
itself in a ertain state.
5.1.1 Classiation of Queues
The notation most often used to lassify dierent queueing proesses, is Kendall's Notation
[30℄. D. G. Kendall developed this notation in 1953. It initially onsisted of only three
fators, A/B/C, but was extended to six fators, A/B/C/K/N/D. The dierent fators
respetively represent the arrival proess, servie proess, number of servers, number of
plaes in the system, alling population and the queue's disipline. For the purpose of
this study, only the rst three fators are onsidered.
The most ommon ase of the arrival proess harateristi, A, would be Markovian (M).
This entails the arrival probability density funtion to be a Poisson distribution. The
generi version of the Poisson distribution funtion is
Pn(t) =
(λt)n.e−λt
n!
, (5.1.1)
with λ representing the mean arrival rate in arrivals per seond, and Pn(t) representing
the probability that n arrivals ourred in a time frame of length, t.
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As stated in Setion 4.2.4, inter-arrival times, A(t), are exponentially distributed [1℄:
A(t) = λe−λt. (5.1.2)
A short inter-arrival time is thus more likely than a longer one. Figure 5.1 illustrates the
probability density funtion of the inter-arrival times if the arrivals are assumed to be
Poisson distributed. Other ases of A an be General (G) or Deterministi (D).
  λ  
t
A(t
)
Figure 5.1: Inter-arrival time distribution funtion, A(t)
The most onvenient ase of the servie proess harateristi, B, would be to assume the
servie distribution also to be Poisson. In the ase of this assumption, the proess would
thus also be lassied as Markovian.
5.1.2 The M/M/1 Model
The arrival and servie proesses of this queueing model are Markovian, and the system
only has one server.
A state approah will be used to analyse the queueing model. The probability of the
queue nding itself in state k at a given time, thus the probability of the queue having a
length of k at that time, is expressed by Pk. The arrival rate, λ, and the servie rate, µ,
respetively have the units events/second, and customers/second. Figure 5.2 illustrates
the state approah of the queueing model. The average transition rate between state k
and k + 1 is λPk. The average transition rate between state k + 1 and k is µPk+1. For a
system to be stable, the rate of transition between states k and k+1 must equal the rate
of transition between states k + 1 and k:
λPk = µPk+1. (5.1.3)
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Figure 5.2: Single server queue state diagram (from [1℄)
The tra intensity, ρ, is dened as
ρ =
λ
µ
. (5.1.4)
From (5.1.3), (5.1.4), and the knowledge that the sum of all the state probabilities must
equal one, [1℄ derives an equation for the average queue length:
N =
ρ
1− ρ. (5.1.5)
An interesting observation is that, if the mean arrival and servie rates are equal, the
average queue length would strive towards innity. This is mainly due to the Poisson
distribution of the arrivals. The arrival rate is not onstant. During ertain intervals, the
inter-arrival times would be small enough that the queue length would have a value larger
than one. Whenever an entity has to wait in the queue before being servied, the time it
waits is lost. The single server an only servie one entity at a time at the given servie
rate. The server annot make up the time it lost by serviing the entities at a higher rate.
This lost time builds up, and a boundlessly growing queue is the result.
The derivation of the average waiting time for an entity in the queue was rst done by
John Little in 1961. Little's result, as it is known, states that if an entity spends T seonds
in the queue and is eventually in the front, all entities in the queue that arrived after him,
arrived within the time slot, T [31℄. The queue length (N) at the given time would thus
be desribed by the following equation:
N = λT. (5.1.6)
From (5.1.6) the average waiting time an alulated as follows:
T =
N
λ
. (5.1.7)
5.2 Assumptions
Sine there are many fators that inuene the behaviour evoked by a routing protool,
suh as the one investigated here, ertain assumptions need to be made to simplify the
model and get insight into the average performane:
 Eah node generates Poisson distributed tra with a ommon mean arrival rate,
(λ)
 The servie time distribution at any node is exponential, (µ)
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 Nodes are uniformly distributed and are spaed the maximum ommuniation dis-
tane from eah other, as illustrated in Figure 5.3
 The probability for node x to send a paket to node y is uniformly distributed for
all values of y, exept y = x, whih entails that eah node's generated tra is
distributed evenly among its neighbours, as seen in Figure 5.3
 Dierent metri values are uniformly distributed among all possible links in the
network, whih implies that an average ETX for all links exists
 Transmission is limited to a maximum amount of hops, Hmax
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Figure 5.3: Node spaing and average generated and reeived tra
5.3 Derivation
Eah node is onsidered to be a server, where the servie proess is dened as sending a
paket to the next hop on a given route. With regard to the assumptions made, eah node
an be seen as an M/M/1 queue (Setion 5.1.2), with a ertain arrival rate and servie
tempo. For a transmission onsisting of more than one hop, all onditions are met for the
system to be analysed as a Jakson Network [32℄. If the average number of hops for all
transmissions in a network (Havg) an be determined, the system an be seen as a single
queue, but with a queue length:
Navg =
Havg∑
i=1
Ni, (5.3.1)
where Ni is the average queue length at intermediate node i. Ni an be alulated using
5.1.4 and 5.1.5. Sine Ni is equal for all nodes, (5.3.1) an be simplied:
Navg = Havg ×Ni. (5.3.2)
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Havg an be alulated using the following equation:
Havg =
Hmax∑
i=1
i× Pi, (5.3.3)
where Hmax is the maximum number of hops speied, and Pi is the probability of a
transmission to onsist of i hops. This leaves the problem of determining Pi.
To begin, the probability for a given node to send a paket along a route that has a
minimum number of i hops, P(min)i, is alulated by looking at the problem purely geo-
graphially. Figure 5.4 illustrates the range of ommuniation for any given node, where
r is the maximum distane of ommuniation for any node. The onentri irles depit
r
2r
3r
Hmax.r
Figure 5.4: Areas reahable within a ertain number of hops
the distane from the node where another hop would be needed for transmission. The
area between two onseutive irles is thus the area where destinations with a ommon
minimum number of hops between themselves and the entre node an nd themselves.
Sine nodes are assumed to be uniformly distributed, P(min)i is alulated as the ratio
between the area where a minimum number of i hops is required for transmission, and
the entire area that an be reahed within Hmax hops. The derivation of P(min)i follows:
P(min)i =
pi(ir)2 − pi((i− 1)r)2
pi(Hmaxr)2
, (5.3.4)
whih an be simplied:
P(min)i =
2i− 1
H2max
. (5.3.5)
Sine the deision of whih route to transmit data on is governed by a weighted probability,
the route with the least amount of hops would thus not neessarily be utilised. The
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assumption that an average ETX (ETXavg) exists for all links implies that the likelihood
of a given route being utilised would be higher than that of another route with a higher
hop ount. Sine a lower ETX is more desirable, the probability of a route onsisting
of x hops being hosen, while it is given that the destination an only be reahed in a
minimum of y hops, is alulated using:
Pxy =
P(mul)xy.
1
x(ETXavg)∑Hmax
i=y P(mul)iy.
1
i(ETXavg)
, (5.3.6)
whih an be simplied:
Pxy =
P(mul)xy.
1
x∑Hmax
i=y P(mul)iy.
1
i
. (5.3.7)
P(mul)xy is the weight representing the likelihood of a transmission with x hops, given a
minimum number of hops, y. This weight is inorporated sine the larger the number
of hops, the larger the number of possible routes with the same number of hops. Sine
it is assumed that all nodes are uniformly distributed and are spaed the maximum
ommuniation distane from eah other, P(mul)xy an be determined by ounting the
amount of possible routes with hop ount x, given a minimum amount of y hops between
two nodes.
With the probability of transmission with a minimum number of hops, P(min)i, and the
probability of transmission with more hops, given a minimum number of hops, Pxy, known,
the probability of transmission with x hops an be alulated:
Px =
x∑
i=1
P(min)i.Pxi. (5.3.8)
From equations (5.3.1) - (5.3.8) it is possible to alulate an average queue length for the
network as a whole (Navg). Substituting Navg into Little's equation, 5.1.7, average lateny
(T ) is derived.
5.4 Summary
This hapter introdues an analytial approah to evaluating the performane of the de-
veloped routing protool. A set of assumptions is made in an eort to emulate the average
network onguration. Average lateny an be alulated by means of inorporating the
assumptions into ertain queueing theory fundamentals. By taking a ompletely dier-
ent approah to analysing a ertain aspet of the developed routing protool, additional
insight and ondene in the strategy an be gained.
Chapter 6
Hardware Implementation
In order to inrease ondene in the proposed solution (Chapter 3), it was deided to
investigate its dynamis when integrated into an ad ho network hardware implementa-
tion. A routing protool was not developed from srath, but due to ertain hardware
limitations an existing protool was rather utilised and altered to inorporate the Monte
Carlo load balaning speially.
6.1 Utilised Hardware
Due to the availability of hardware and literature, Tmote Sky modules were used in the
implementation. The modules are manufatured by the Moteiv Corporation. The Tmote
Sky module, as shown in Figure 6.1, is a platform designed for the rapid development of
low power and high data-rate multihop network appliations [2℄ [33℄. The modules oer a
Figure 6.1: Tmote Sky module (from [2℄)
wide range of appliations due to its utilisation of industry standards and range of sensors
(humidity, light and temperature). Key features of the module are (reprodued from [2℄):
 250kbps 2.4GHz IEEE 802.15.4 Chipon Wireless Transeiver
32
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 Interoperability with other IEEE 802.15.4 devies
 8MHz Texas Instruments MSP430 miroontroller (10k RAM, 48k Flash)
 Integrated ADC, DAC, Supply Voltage Supervisor, and DMA Controller
 Integrated onboard antenna with 50m range indoors / 125m range outdoors
 Integrated Humidity, Temperature, and Light sensors
 Ultra low urrent onsumption
 Fast wakeup from sleep (< 6µs)
 Hardware link-layer enryption and authentiation
 Programming and data olletion via USB
 16-pin expansion support and optional SMA antenna onnetor
 TinyOS support : mesh networking and ommuniation implementation
 Complies with FCC Part 15 and Industry Canada regulations
For the purpose of testing the performane of an ad ho routing protool, the mod-
ules would merely transmit data between eah other. The lightweight operating system,
TinyOS [34℄, whih is installed on the modules, provides numerous funtional omponents
whih an be altered and extended to t the developer's needs.
6.2 TinyOS
TinyOS is an open-soure operating system whih is speially designed for wireless em-
bedded sensor networks
1
[34℄. Strong fous in the system arhiteture falls on omponent-
based design. Extensive omponent libraries, whih inlude network protools, distributed
servies, sensor drivers and data aquisition tools, aid in the rapid development of the
user's spei appliation.
The distribution of TinyOS whih is ompatible with the Tmote Sky module, is alled
Boomerang. Boomerang is ertied by the Moteiv Corporation, and is thus ompatible
with allMoteiv hardware [33℄. A ready to use multihop ommuniation system is inluded
in the distribution. Extension and alteration are thus all that is needed to test aspets of
the proposed solution (Chapter 3).
6.2.1 Development Environment
Component funtionality in TinyOS is developed in Network embedded system C (NesC),
whih is a dialet of C whih has some additional language features for omponents and
onurreny [34℄. A NesC program onsists of one or more omponents whih are wired
together. Various omponents are thus dened, with a top level onguration le linking
the omponents together.
1
A sensor network is an ad ho network typially onsisting of small modules, or motes, ooperatively
monitoring environmental onditions, suh as temperature, humidity, light, and many more [35℄.
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6.3 Routing Strategy
The utilised routing strategy, MultihopLQI, is proative in nature, sine eah node sends
so alled beaon messages to its neighbouring nodes
2
routinely with a predened time
interval. Sine the strategy is primarily aimed at sensor network operation, a base node
exists, whih ats as the destination node for all ommuniation. The metri used to
determine the ost of a given link is alled the Link Quality Indiator (LQI). The LQI of
a given link is determined by a sampling of the error rate of the rst eight symbols of eah
inoming paket [36℄. Nodes neighbouring the base node would reeive beaon messages
from the base node, and would thus know that they are within a single hop from the
destination. As neighbouring nodes send their own beaon messages to their respetive
neighbours, information regarding the link osts and number of hops to the base node is
propagated aross the network.
When a data paket is to be sent to the base node, the route with the smallest ost is then
seleted from the entries in the route table. For the purpose of testing the priniple of the
proposed methodology, as presented in Chapter 3, the route seletion from the route table
is merely altered to inorporate a weighted deision making. Route osts are thus used
in the Monte Carlo proess to determine the probability of a given route to be hosen for
data transmission. The proposed methodology is thus not repliated in hardware. The
priniple behind the Monte Carlo load balaning strategy is explored.
6.4 Pratial Considerations
In reording data from suh a network setup, ertain onsiderations needed to be taken
into aount. Reording statistis is not as trivial as is the ase for network simulation in
software, sine nodes operate independently. Plaement of the nodes, in order to manifest
multiple independent routes proved to be hallenging as well.
6.4.1 Reording Statistis
The reording of throughput proved extremely troublesome. The data rate is set by
dening the data paket size and the interval between onseutive pakets being sent.
Knowledge of when data reording ommenes and ends is thus theoretially enough
information to determine the number of pakets sent by eah node. However, it was
pratially found not to be this trivial. An extremely low data rate network onsisting of
merely two nodes proved to drop pakets on oasions. Insuient information regarding
the operation of the MAC layer utilised on the Tmote Sky led to the deision to rather
not attempt reording of throughput.
The reording of paket lateny introdued another problem. Lateny is alulated by
time stamping a paket when it is sent and reeived, and then alulating the dierene
between the two stamps. Nodes need to be synhronised in order to establish relevane
between send and reeive times of pakets. The problem was overome by giving eah
node a milliseond ounter. A program was written to reset eah node's ounter over
2
Nodes within diret ommuniation range
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a Universal Serial Bus (USB) onnetion, and simultaneously writing the omputer's
urrent time to a le. Sine the base node is onneted to the omputer, the omputer's
lok is used for the timestamp upon reeption of a data paket. With the sender node's
milliseond ounter value embedded in the data paket's metadata, the synhronisation
le provides enough information to determine when the paket was sent, aording to the
omputer's lok. Lateny an thus be alulated aurately. The only assumption that
is made in the proess is that USB ommuniation delays are negligible.
6.4.2 Node Plaement
Plaing nodes in positions as to ensure independent multiple paths exist proved halleng-
ing, sine the range of ommuniation for the modules turned out to be relatively far. It
was deided to rather introdue some form of attenuation into the network to shield er-
tain nodes from one another. By shielding nodes, it was possible to ensure that multiple
paths are available between ertain nodes.
Various shielding tehniques were attempted. Nodes plaed in aluminium foil ylinders
proved to only be able to ommuniate with nodes plaed at the entranes of the ylinders.
Figure 6.2 illustrates an example of how multiple independent paths to a destination node
an be manifested by using suh ylinders in shielding the nodes from one another.
A
B
Figure 6.2: Example of multiple independent routes reated by shielding eet of aluminium
foil ylinders
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A Java appliation, alled Trawler, ame in handy when determining whether nodes
ould ommuniate or not. The appliation gives a visual representation of the nodes as
disovered in the network. It also gives an indiation of whih nodes are within ommuni-
ation range of one another, and also shows metri values of the given links. Data paket
transmission is also logged. Figure 6.3 illustrates typial output as generated by Trawler.
Figure 6.3: Typial output as generated by Trawler
6.5 Summary
This hapter introdued a hardware platform that ould be utilised to develop and test
ertain aspets of the proposed routing protool (Chapter 3). Relevant information re-
garding the operation of the hardware modules is set out. Pratial onsiderations in the
testing situation are also stipulated.
Chapter 7
Testing and Results
This hapter does not merely doument results of various random test simulations or
alulations, but also takes a deeper look into the proess of eient and relevant testing,
with regard to an ad ho routing protool. With ommuniation optimisation within an
ad ho network the primary goal that is strived towards, are has to be taken in hoosing
relevant test setup variables. Tests must provide realisti results that produe ondene
in a real-world implementation of the proposed solution.
The goals of the hapter are:
 Identiation of ritial parameters that have a signiant eet on protool perfor-
mane.
 Determination of the parameter values that approximate an optimised solution with
regard to protool performane
 Determination of whether the proposed methodology (Chapter 3) does introdue
improvement over similar routing strategies urrently being utilised.
7.1 Test Senarios
The testing of a proposed ad ho routing protool is extremely important, sine the
feasibility of the design is judged on the results obtained in the tests. It is thus imperative
to explore various test senarios.
7.1.1 Performane Measures
Exatly what makes a ertain routing protool better than another depends on a list of
fators. The rst onsideration to have in mind is what the user denes as being good,
whih omes down to a user's spei needs. A few examples of a user's needs, with
funtionality provided by a routing protool in mind, ould be:
 Low lateny transmission
37
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 Minimal network ongestion due to ontrol overhead
 High delivery ratio
These user needs are not the only possible needs, but assessment of numerous ad ho
routing protool performane studies ([6, 7, 8, 37, 38, 39℄) led to the fous falling on the
above mentioned fators.
For every senario, there needs to be a ontrol test to ompare results to.
7.1.2 Considerations
With the testing of dierent implementations of ad ho networks, various fators need to
be onsidered arefully.
7.1.2.1 Network Topology
The network topology in a test setup has a dramati eet on the results. This is extremely
relevant in the testing of the proposed methodology, as desribed in Chapter 3, sine the
strategy relies heavily on multi-path routing. A network topology that does not have
multiple routes between nodes would thus not benet from the strategy. Figure 7.1
illustrates a topology that would suer from this problem. Eah node in Figure 7.1 has a
irle around it whih represents the given node's ommuniation range. There only exists
one possible route between any of the nodes. A situation suh as this is highly unlikely,
but this extreme situation does illustrate the eet dierent topologies ould have on test
results.
A D EB C
Figure 7.1: Network topology without multiple routes
Another network topology that ould have a signiant eet on the performane (Setion
7.1.1) would be where there are ertain links that are ommon to a signiant number of
routes. The ommon link would beome a bottle nek, and the advantage that multiple
routes provided would be mitigated by this. Figure 7.2 illustrates an example of suh
a situation. Sine nodes C and D are ommon to many of the possible routes in the
gure, they would serve as intermediate nodes in many transmissions, whih would limit
throughput and inrease lateny. This phenomenon is likely to be found to some extent
in any given network setup. It does, however, have a signiant eet on ommuniation
within an ad ho network.
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Figure 7.2: Network topology with bottle nek link
A third topology fator that might have signiant onsequenes in an ad ho network,
is the density of nodes. A very dense network, where nodes are so lose together that
most of them are within diret ommuniation range, would not benet from an ad ho
routing strategy. There would be a large number of possible routes, where most of them
share the same ommuniation medium, whih would be the given frequeny spetrum
in that area. Too many nodes in the same area an only interfere with eah other [40℄.
Sine eah node generates ontrol overhead, ongestion would inrease with every node
in proximity of one another trying to aess the spetrum simultaneously. Multi-path
multi-hop routing, where nodes are spaed further away from eah other, where multiple
routes between nodes exist that are in part independent from one another, would benet
muh more from the strategy. Figure 7.3 illustrates an example of where multiple routes
that are in part independent from one another exist between two nodes. There are three
dierent routes available between nodes A and B. Depending on the metris of the three
routes, data transmitted between these two nodes an be routed along a ertain path
while other parts of the network remain unaeted.
It is thus evident that topology ould have a signiant eet on ommuniation within
an ad ho network. There would be topologies that play to a ertain routing strat-
egy's strengths, while other ongurations would deliver inferior results. Identiation
of topologies where the proposed routing strategy thrives, as well as where it struggles,
would provide insight into when the protool should be used, or how it an be altered
and improved.
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Figure 7.3: Network topology with independent routes
7.1.2.2 Network Size
The number of nodes, and the distane between them play a role in the overall network
performane as well. As the number of nodes in a network inreases, the ontrol tra also
inreases. If physial size of the network (average distane between nodes) is inreased
with the number of nodes, the inrease in network tra would not be as severe, sine
less nodes would then be in diret ommuniation range with eah other, whih would
derease the likelihood of paket ollisions.
7.1.2.3 Load Distribution
The distribution of data transmitted over a given network also plays a ritial role in the
performane evaluation of a developed routing protool. Not only the distribution of data
originating at nodes, but also the destination of the data has signiant impat on the
dynamis of the test.
The hallenge lies in determining the average load distribution of all networks that might
implement the proposed routing protool. If performane proves to show improvement
over existing tehnologies, while suh a distribution of data is injeted over the network, it
would ensure ondene that the developed protool is a feasible alternative on most po-
tential target networks. Finding suh a golden average is something that is not neessarily
ahievable. It was thus deided to attempt to rereate an average distribution of data,
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but also to onsider other distributions that are more spei to ertain irumstanes,
as done in Setion 7.3.1.
7.2 Parameter Optimisation
In order to strive towards obtaining the best possible results from the given solution
(Chapter 3), the parameters need to be optimised. Sine there are a number of variables,
whih potentially fall within a large range of values, the possible ombinations of values are
extremely large. Simulation of every single ombination beomes an extremely resoure
intensive exerise. For that reason it was deided to use simulation optimisation methods
[3℄ for this purpose. The simulation setup, as explained in Chapter 4, is used in the
optimisation proess.
7.2.1 Parameter Identiation
In the design and simulation proess, a set of ritial parameters were dened that eah
play a signiant role in the protool performane, where performane is measured as
stated in Setion 7.1.1.
Metri Bound (onsiderFat)
After route disovery has taken plae, it is possible that multiple routes are available
that the data an be propagated along. The proposed methodology (Setion 3.2) states
that the probability of a given route to be utilised is proportional to its metri. Even
though the probability would be relatively small, it is thus still possible for a route with
an extremely bad metri to be seleted for data transportation. A maximum perentage
value is thus set that states how muh worse a ertain route is allowed to be ompared
to the best route found in the given route disovery iteration. How good a route is is
determined by its metri (Setion 2.4). If a route does not fall within the dened bounds,
it is not even onsidered for ommuniation.
Number of best routes (routeNum)
Another measure put in plae to ensure that load balaning is performed without hin-
dering overall performane by utilising bad routes, is to only onsider the best routes
for ommuniation. How many of the best routes should be onsidered is thus another
variable to be investigated.
Interval between HELLO pakets (helloInterval)
As explained in Setion 4.2.3.1, HELLO pakets are probes sent at a onstant rate from
every node in order to disover information regarding the link quality between the node
itself and nodes within ommuniation range from it. A smaller interval between the
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HELLO pakets would result in more trustworthy information regarding route metris,
but omes at the ost of inreasing network tra.
Time frame a route remains fresh (freshFator)
Route disovery only ommenes if a route to the given destination has not been found
within a ertain time frame ago (Setion 4.2.3.2). If the time frame is too short, unne-
essary ontrol overhead would be produed, but if it is too long, the network ould be
utilised sub-optimally, sine out of date routes ould be used while muh better options
are available.
7.2.2 Methods
The idea behind a simulation optimisation method is to nd the optimal input values
without iterating through every single possible ombination of parameter values [3℄.
Figure 7.4 illustrates a general simulation model. Simulation optimisation aims to nd
Simulation Model
x1
x2
xn
y1
y2
ym
... ...
Input Output
Figure 7.4: A simulation model [3℄
the values of the n input variables in order to optimise the m output variables.
It works on the priniple of a feedbak system. Figure 7.5 illustrates the dynamis of the
method. Signiant researh has been done in the eld of optimisation strategies. The
Simulation 
Model
Optimisation 
Strategy
Feedback in progress
Input Output
Figure 7.5: A simulation optimisation model [3℄
main ategories of these methods are:
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 Gradient Based Searh Methods
 Stohasti Optimisation
 Response Surfae Methodology (RSM)
 Heuristi Methods
 Asynhronous Teams (A-Teams)
 Statistial Methods
Due to the nature of the simulation inputs and setup, it was deided to use GAs for
the problem. GAs form part of the Heuristi Methods ategory. Before optimisation the
input variables mostly have large ranges whih they ould fall into, sine they are dened
by means of eduated guesses. The idea behind the GAs is to get those ranges as small
as possible.
7.2.2.1 Geneti Algorithms (GAs)
GAs are a lass of Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs). EAs use priniples inspired by evolu-
tionary biology [3℄, suh as, seletion, reprodution, rossover and mutation [41℄.
The gene pool of the evolutionary proess in the method is a population of andidate
solutions. Usually the evolution begins with population of andidate solutions randomly
seleted (Initialising). The proess progresses in generations. The rst, randomly seleted
population, would thus be the rst generation. The andidates are then evaluated a-
ording to a predened tness funtion. A subset of the population is then seleted based
on their tness (Seletion). A new population is then reated by modifying the seletion
(Reprodution). The modiation is usually a reombination and possibly mutation of
the seletion. The new population, or generation, is then used in the next iteration of
the algorithm. Termination of the algorithm usually ours when a maximum number of
iterations has been exeuted, or a satisfatory tness level has been reahed. Figure 7.6
illustrates the ow of the proess.
7.2.3 Implementation
7.2.3.1 Setup
Taking the onsiderations into aount as highlighted in Setion 7.1.2, it was deided
to perform optimisation with a uniformly distributed network topology, as illustrated in
Figure 7.7, where tra is generated with a Poisson distribution at every node. If tra
at all nodes is Poisson distributed, then the total tra is also Poisson distributed, where
the average data rate introdued to the network as a whole, is the sum of the average data
rates introdued to the individual nodes [42℄. Destination nodes are randomly seleted
with a uniform distribution. More elaborate testing of dierent senarios is done in Setion
7.3, where the proposed solution is not ompared to itself, but to other protools.
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Initialisation
Selection
Fitness Evaluation Reproduction
Figure 7.6: High level ow diagram of the Geneti Algorithm
Figure 7.7: Network topology utilised in parameter optimisation simulations
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The auray of the proess inreases with the number of simulation runs performed. It
was deided to generate twenty sets of random values for the parameters under investiga-
tion for eah generation. Eah parameter set was used in three separate simulation runs,
where the data rate was set at a quarter, a half, and one time the maximum data rate
possible aross a given link.
Table 7.1 shows the values assigned to the network variables.
Table 7.1: Optimisation setup variables
Simulation time 500 s
Number of nodes 16
Distane between nodes 150 m
Carrier Frequeny 2.4 GHz
Maximum possible bit rate 5.5 Mbps
Transmit power 110.11 mW
Data paket size 1 kB
7.2.3.2 Initialisation
Aording to the steps as illustrated in Figure 7.6, the parameters in question (Setion
7.2.1) need to rst be initialised. Sine the optimal values for the variables are initially
unknown, a fairly large range is dened for every one of them, as stipulated in Table 7.2.
Table 7.2: Initial range of variables to be optimised
onsiderFat 0→ 50%
freshFator 0→ 30seconds
helloInterval 1→ 10seconds
routeNum 1→ 3
For the rst generation in the proess, it was deided to randomly selet the dierent
parameter sets with uniform distributions aross the hosen ranges for the parameters.
7.2.3.3 Fitness Evaluation
The tness funtion needs to be dened. Setion 7.1.1 denes the performane measures
hosen for the analysis of the developed routing protool. For the purpose of optimisation,
it was deided to perform two separate runs of the entire GA, with the one having lateny,
and the other having throughput as its tness funtions. The eet ontrol overhead has
on network performane is already taken into aount sine the interval between HELLO
pakets (helloInterval) is one of the parameters under investigation.
Sine eah random parameter set is evaluated at three dierent data rates, a single metri
needs to be extrated from the three results obtained. It was deided to merely alulate
the average value obtained from the three runs. The fator itself does not mean anything,
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but when ompared to other runs, it is a suient performane measure, sine the other
fators were alulated in the same manner. In the ase where throughput is investigated,
a higher value is desirable, where a lower lateny suggests better performane.
7.2.3.4 Seletion
After the simulations omprising a generation are ompleted, and the tness of the the
respetive parameter sets have been determined, the top 25% parameter sets are seleted
to be used in the reprodution proess.
7.2.3.5 Reprodution
The parameters seleted as desribed in Setion 7.2.3.4, are used as inputs in determining
the distribution funtion governing the random generation of parameter values for the
next generation of the GA. In order to ensure a onverging proess, it was deided to
utilise a Gaussian distribution,
f(x) =
1√
2piσ2
e−(x−µ)
2/(2σ2), (7.2.1)
where the parameter values from the seletion determine the mean (µ) and variane (σ2)
of the funtion. The mean is determined by alulating the average of a given parameter
from the seletion,
µ =
1
N
N∑
k=1
xk, (7.2.2)
where xk is the simulation run parameter value of a seleted parameter set, and N is the
number of seleted parameter sets. The variane is alulated using
σ2 =
1
N
N∑
k=1
(xk − µ)2. (7.2.3)
The next generation is thus produed by means of mutation, and not rossover, as done
in Simulated Annealing (SA).
7.2.4 Results
Sine the optimisation proess was performed for the tness funtion being network
throughput, as well as paket lateny, the two respetive proesses were investigated
separately. The idea behind the GA is to have the parameters onverge to ertain values,
where the performane measures onverge towards their maximum possible values. Sine
eah generation onsists of twenty dierent parameter sets, it was deided to investigate
the mean values and standard deviations of the respetive parameters. The mean is al-
ulated using equation 7.2.2, while the standard deviation is derived by taking the square
root of the variane, whih is in turn alulated using equation 7.2.3. The reason why
the standard deviation is appliable, is beause the majority of the samples lie within the
range of the standard deviation from the mean. The two measures are thus omparable
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on the same sale. These measures would indiate the level of onvergene, as well as the
value it onverges towards. Alongside the onverging parameters, the mean and standard
deviation of the performane measure (tness) was also investigated in order to obtain an
indiation of the ondene that an be obtained from a spei generation of parameters.
7.2.4.1 Optimised for Throughput
As stated in Setion 7.2.3.2, the parameters under investigation were initialised with
uniform distributions over the dened ranges. Table 7.3 shows the randomly generated
initial input variables.
Table 7.3: Parameter optimisation initialisation values
Run onsiderFat freshFator helloInterval routeNum
1 1 13 2 3
2 3 16 2 3
3 38 16 5 2
4 20 28 1 1
5 18 16 5 2
6 49 20 5 2
7 38 3 2 1
8 19 11 2 1
9 44 24 4 3
10 42 14 2 1
11 45 0 2 1
12 30 25 4 3
13 5 6 4 3
14 2 30 4 2
15 20 3 2 3
16 32 21 1 1
17 23 4 4 3
18 3 28 2 3
19 41 3 1 2
20 7 2 3 1
Figures 7.8-7.11 show the dynamis of the four respetive parameters throughout the ve
generations of the GA. Figure 7.12 illustrates how the tness measure was inuened by
the hanging input variables.
It an be seen that every one of the four parameters under investigation onverges to
a ertain extent towards a ertain mean value. The mean stabilises while the standard
deviation delines. For freshFator, helloInterval and routeNum, the standard deviation
onverged to zero within the ve generations. This implies that every single one of the
twenty runs in the simulation utilised the same value of the spei parameter. Figure
7.12 shows how the tness metri improved, but also how it stabilised. The dereasing
standard deviation inreases the ondene in the improved tness metri. The standard
deviation, being as small as it is in the last generation, implies that the parameters, within
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Figure 7.8: Throughput parameter optimisation dynamis of the parameter: onsiderFat
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Figure 7.9: Throughput parameter optimisation dynamis of the parameter: freshFator
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Figure 7.10: Throughput parameter optimisation dynamis of the parameter: helloInterval
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Figure 7.11: Throughput parameter optimisation dynamis of the parameter: routeNum
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Figure 7.12: Throughput parameter optimisation dynamis of the tness metri
their ranges for the given generation, would produe tness metris very lose to the mean
with a very high probability.
Table 7.4 shows the input values to the nal generation of the GA. The onvergene is
evident when the values are ompared to those in Table 7.3. The omplete output set
from the optimisation for throughput GA an be found in Appendix B.1.
Table 7.4: Final generation throughput optimisation parameter values
Run onsiderFat freshFator helloInterval routeNum
1 17 28 2 2
2 11 28 2 2
3 14 28 2 2
4 12 28 2 2
5 14 28 2 2
6 14 28 2 2
7 16 28 2 2
8 11 28 2 2
9 12 28 2 2
10 14 28 2 2
11 12 28 2 2
12 15 28 2 2
13 16 28 2 2
14 15 28 2 2
15 15 28 2 2
16 13 28 2 2
17 18 28 2 2
18 17 28 2 2
19 13 28 2 2
20 13 28 2 2
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7.2.4.2 Optimised for Lateny
The exat initial parameter values as shown in Table 7.3 were also fed into the GA where
lateny was used as the dening tness parameter. Figures 7.13-7.16 show the dynamis
of the four respetable parameters throughout the six generations of the GA. Figure 7.17
illustrates how the tness measure was inuened by the hanging input variables. An
additional generation of simulation runs was exeuted sine some of the parameters still
had relatively large standard deviations after the fth generation.
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Figure 7.13: Lateny parameter optimisation dynamis of the parameter: onsiderFat
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Figure 7.14: Lateny parameter optimisation dynamis of the parameter: freshFator
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Figure 7.15: Lateny parameter optimisation dynamis of the parameter: helloInterval
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Figure 7.16: Lateny parameter optimisation dynamis of the parameter: routeNum
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Figure 7.17: Lateny parameter optimisation dynamis of the tness metri
It an be seen from Figures 7.15 and 7.16 that helloInterval and routeNum onverge
quikly, sine their standard deviations are both equal to zero from the seond generation
onwards. For freshFator it takes six generations until it onverges to a ertain mean value.
However, onsiderFat does not seem to onverge sine the standard deviation remains at
a value in the same order of magnitude to the mean value. The reason why it was deided
not to ontinue simulations and exeute more generations of the GA, was beause the
tness parameter's standard deviation remained stable and relatively small ompared to
its mean value. This implies that the mean value of the tness parameter, as illustrated in
Figure 7.17, an be obtained with a relatively high level of ondene, regardless of where
the parameter value falls within the range as used in the latter simulation generations.
Table 7.5 shows the input values to the nal generation of the GA. The onvergene is
evident when the values are ompared to those in Table 7.3. The omplete output set
from the optimisation for lateny GA an be found in Appendix B.1.
7.2.4.3 Conlusion
From the results obtained in Setions 7.2.4.1 and 7.2.4.2, it is onluded that the GA
with throughput as its tness measure produed parameter values with a slightly higher
ondene level. The lak of onvergene of the parameter, onsiderFat (Figure 7.13),
is the reason for the statement. Sine the lateny tness measure did not vary muh
(Figure 7.17) throughout the generations, it was deided to investigate the lateny tness
measure with the parameter values as used in the nal generation of the GA where there
was optimised for throughput. Figure 7.18 shows how the the lateny tness parameter
of the two separate implementations of the GA ompare to eah other. As stated in
Setion 7.2.4.2, an additional generation of simulation runs was exeuted for the GA with
lateny as its tness measure, sine ertain parameters had not onverged suiently after
ve generations, as was the ase in the GA where throughput was the tness measure
(Setion 7.2.4.1). Sine the lateny tness measure is merely the average of the latenies
for a ertain set of parameters, where three dierent data rates are introdued to the
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Table 7.5: Final generation lateny optimisation parameter values
Run onsiderFat freshFator helloInterval routeNum
1 39 1 4 2
2 34 1 4 2
3 39 1 4 2
4 38 1 4 2
5 26 1 4 2
6 29 1 4 2
7 30 1 4 2
8 47 1 4 2
9 21 1 4 2
10 34 1 4 2
11 46 1 4 2
12 27 1 4 2
13 9 1 4 2
14 40 1 4 2
15 25 1 4 2
16 19 1 4 2
17 17 1 4 2
18 34 1 4 2
19 45 1 4 2
20 37 1 4 2
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Figure 7.18: Lateny tness measure for both implementations of the GA
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network, a lower value is more favourable. The lateny tness measure improved by 10%
throughout the generations when optimised for lateny, while the lateny tness measure
worsened by 2.3% when optimised for throughput.
The throughput tness measure with the parameter values as used in the nal generation
of the GA, where lateny was the tness measure, was also investigated. The results are
shown in Figure 7.19. A higher throughput is better. The throughput tness measure
improved by 12.7% when optimised for throughput, while the throughput tness measure
worsened by 25.7% when optimised for lateny.
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Figure 7.19: Throughput tness measure for both implementations of the GA
Sine the user's need determines the importane of throughput or lateny, there is no
golden ratio of weighing the relevane of the two performane measures. In a network
where the streaming of multimedia is a priority, low lateny is extremely important,
while in the senario were large amounts of data just need to be moved between two
nodes, throughput would be important. The optimisation proess in this Setion did
not merely provide one with an indiation of whih parameter values produe the most
favourable output, but it also provided the insight that the initial parameter values were
not hampering the proposed solution's (Chapter 3) performane by an order of magnitude.
The possibility of suh an ourrene would not have been ruled out had the proess not
been followed.
Beause of the dramati drop in the throughput tness parameter when optimised for
lateny, it was deided to utilise the parameters as determined by the GA when optimising
for throughput. The lateny measure is 12.3% lower than what it ould be, as determined
in the alternative GA, but the throughput is higher by 38.4%. The mean values of the
parameters, as they were in the nal generation of the GA, were thus deided upon (Table
7.6).
Examples of the Python ode used to perfrom the GAs are listed in Appendix B.2.
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Table 7.6: Parameter values after optimisation proess
onsiderFat 14.1%
freshFator 28 seonds
helloInterval 2 seonds
routeNum 2
7.3 Performane Comparison
In order to test the feasibility of the proposed solution (Chapter 3), various network setups
were simulated, with the Monte Carlo load balaning strategy enabled and disabled.
7.3.1 Test Senarios
As stated in Setion 7.1.2, there are various onsiderations to be taken into aount when
the performane of a routing protool is investigated. The network topology plays a
signiant role in the dynamis of tra in an ad ho network (Setion 7.1.2.1), it was
deided to investigate three dierent topologies:
 Uniform
 Minimal multiple routes
 Random
Figure 7.7, illustrates an example of a uniformly distributed topology, as also used in the
optimisation proess. A uniform topology represents a senario where multiple routes
between nodes exist. Figure 7.20 illustrates a network topology with minimal multiple
routes, while Figure 7.21 is an example of a randomly seleted network topology. A
randomly seleted network topology would most probably onsist of ertain links whih
would be utilised more than others. Multiple routes would most probably exist between
ertain nodes, while other node pairs ould only have one possible route between them.
In addition to the three dierent topologies under investigation, it was also deided to
look at the eet the network size (Setion 7.1.2.2) and the load distribution (Setion
7.1.2.3) has on performane. A relatively small, spread out network (Setion 7.3.2.1) and
a muh larger and denser network (Setion 7.3.2.2) were investigated. With regards to
load distribution, it was deided to onsider a Poisson distributed data rate, as well as
a distribution where a ertain number of onseutive data pakets are sent sequentially
time.
Sine the performane of when the Monte Carlo strategy is utilised is ompared to when
it is not used, all other setup parameters need to be kept onstant. The variables under
investigation in Setion 7.2 were awarded the values as stated in Table 7.6. Table 7.7
shows the hosen onstants used throughout the omparative simulations.
With the maximum possible data rate aross any given link as dened in Table 7.7, it was
deided to run simulations for the various dierent senarios at the following normalised
data rates (G)
1
: 1/4, 1/2, 1, 2 and 4. The reason for the wide range of data rates is to
1
G = (atual data rate)/(maximum possible data rate)
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Figure 7.20: Network topology with minimal multiple routes
Figure 7.21: Randomly distributed network topology
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Table 7.7: Comparative simulation setup parameters
Carrier frequeny 2.4 GHz
Maximum possible bit rate 5.5 Mbps
Transmit power 110.11 mW
Data paket size 1 kB
Data blok size 500 pakets
attempt to obtain a visualisation of how the routing protool holds up under onditions
where the load on the network is relatively low, up to where the load is so high that the
tehnology upon whih the routing protool is built surpasses its limit. The given data
rate is the average rate introdued to the network as a whole. Eah node produes the
same average data rate. The destination node, in the ase of Poisson tra, is random
with a uniform distribution. The probability that any other node in the network ould be
the destination of every paket sent is thus the same. In the ase of where bloks of data
are sent, the destination node to reeive an entire blok of data is hosen with a uniform
random distribution.
7.3.2 Simulation Results
7.3.2.1 Small Network
For the small network onguration, the remaining undened parameters, as shown in
Table 7.8, were utilised. Nodes were distributed in the dened area aording to the three
topology hoies as dened in Setion 7.3.1.
Table 7.8: Small network setup parameters
Simulation time 400 s
Number of nodes 16
Physial network area 450m×450m
For the topology with minimal routes between any two nodes, the nodes were spaed
in a irle, as illustrated in Figure 7.20, where there is about 150m of spae between
onseutive nodes. The physial network area for that partiular topology is thus larger
than the value as stipulated in Table 7.8
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Figure 7.22: 16 node network performane of poisson distributed data tra on a uniformly
distributed topology
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Figure 7.23: 16 node network performane of poisson distributed data tra on a topology
with minimal multiple paths
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Figure 7.24: 16 node network performane of poisson distributed data tra on a randomly
distributed topology
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Figure 7.25: 16 node network performane of bloks of data sent on a uniformly distributed
topology
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Figure 7.26: 16 node network performane of bloks of data sent on a topology with minimal
multiple paths
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Figure 7.27: 16 node network performane of bloks of data sent on a randomly distributed
topology
It an be seen in Figures 7.22 to 7.27 that throughput and lateny performane in the
sixteen node networks are very similar whether the Monte Carlo strategy is utilised or
not. It is lear how throughput falls as the data rate inrease. In the instanes where
bloks of data were sent eah time ommuniation was initiated, the throughput drops
signiantly. That is beause the inreased number of onseutive pakets ongests the
surrounding links, whih in turn would ause other nodes to nd longer routes around the
ongested area, or they also have to ommuniate via the ongested links, whih would
all derease performane.
For the ase where a topology with minimal multiple routes was used, the results were
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expeted to be very similar, sine probability of nding multiple routes between destina-
tions, with metris lose in value to eah other, is very low. The same routes would thus
most probably be hosen every time, hene the performane measures traking eah other
losely, as seen in Figures 7.23 and 7.26.
For the random topology, multiple routes exist, but most probably not that many, sine
the network only onsists of sixteen nodes. The proposed solution (Chapter 3) needs
multiple routes, with nodes in eah route that are not within ommuniation range of
eah other, to eetively balane the load out aross the network. Thus the probability
of improvement in performane is even lower in a network with a size as dened in Table
7.8. Multiple routes within an area where the nodes in all or most of the routes are
in ommuniation range of eah other would not better performane, sine the radio
spetrum an only arry one paket at a time. This is most probably the reason for the
similar simulation results obtained from the uniform topology, as seen in Figure 7.24.
It is thus onluded that a larger network, with regard to area, is required in order for
the Monte Carlo strategy to introdue performane improvement.
7.3.2.2 Large Network
For the large network onguration, the remaining undened parameters, with values
as shown in Table 7.9, were utilised. Nodes were also distributed in the dened area
aording to the three topology hoies as dened in Setion 7.3.1.
Table 7.9: Large network setup parameters
Simulation time 250 s
Number of nodes 100
Physial network area 800m×800m
The reason for the shorter simulation time is the inreased ativity introdued by the large
number of nodes. The signiantly larger number of events generated by the simulator
requires more Central Proessing Unit (CPU) yles. The hosen simulation time, as
shown in Table 7.9, was deided upon sine available hardware ould nish the simulations
in a realisti time, while still generating a substantial amount of output data.
It was also deided not to simulate the senario where minimal multiple routes exists
sine a larger irle of nodes, eah positioned the same distane from eah other would
not introdue any additional dynamis to the simulation. Even though the nodes are
more, there would not be any more optional multipaths available. The test senario is
thus not dependant on the number of nodes, so the simulation with the larger network is
not needed.
The rst thing that is notieable from the results, as shown in Figures 7.28 to 7.31, is
that the throughput is extremely low throughout the range of data rates. The eet
is seen even more dramatially in the instanes where bloks of onseutive pakets are
sent. Pakets are dropped by the MAC layer after a ertain number of retries. The
signiant inrease in nodes auses an inrease in ontrol overhead, whih in turn inreases
ongestion, and thus a larger number of pakets are dropped by the MAC layer. The
extremely low throughput values does, however, seem unrealistially low. It was also
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Figure 7.28: 100 node network performane of Poisson distributed data tra on a uniformly
distributed topology
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Figure 7.29: 100 node network performane of Poisson distributed data tra on a randomly
distributed topology
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Figure 7.30: 100 node network performane of bloks of data sent on a uniformly distributed
topology
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Figure 7.31: 100 node network performane of bloks of data sent on a randomly distributed
topology
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found that throughput is extremely sensitive for hanges in transmit power, as well as
data paket size, whih introdues extra septiism as to the exat value of throughput
as determined by simulation. Regardless of the preise value the throughput takes on,
the simulations are primarily aimed at testing the eet the inlusion of the Monte Carlo
load balaning strategy has on network performane. The only variable in the respetive
simulations for every topology and data rate is the Monte Carlo strategy being turned on
and o, so unbiased omparisons an thus be made.
Performane measures trak eah other relatively losely for all of the ongurations, ex-
ept for the ase where bloks of data were sent on a uniformly distributed topology.
Signiant improvements for lateny, espeially when the data rate is higher, an be seen
in Figure 7.30(b). The improvement in performane is to be expeted in the given on-
guration, sine the uniform distribution over the large area introdues various multiple
paths that onsist of ertain nodes that are not within ommuniation range of one an-
other. The spreading of the load is only possible if multiple routes exist between two
nodes where eah route ontains at least one link that does not fall within ommuniation
range of any of the nodes of the other route. The probability of this ourrene is the
highest in a uniform, evenly spaed, topology that strethes over a area that is muh
larger than a single node's ommuniation range.
Multimedia rih networks of today regularly require the transfer of large bloks of data.
Large le transfers or multimedia streaming are examples of typial servies required
from networks. Chunks of data being propagated over large networks, where nodes are
relatively uniformly spread out, an expet smaller latenies
2
if the proposed methodology
(Chapter 3) is utilised. Another positive that an be taken from the results is that
performane does not really suer when the Monte Carlo strategy is applied in any of the
test senarios. It therefore, seems to only oer benets.
7.4 Hardware
Chapter 6 introdued a hardware platform that was altered to inorporate the Monte
Carlo load balaning strategy as best pratially possible. Figure 7.32 illustrates the eight
node network topology as implemented for the purpose of testing. Node 0 is onneted
to a omputer and ats as the base node. It was initially attempted to perform lateny
measurements with a range of data rates introdued to the network. Initial tests were
done where eah node attempted to send a single data paket per seond to the base
node. Inreasing the data rate resulted in low throughput. Modules reahed a freezed
state where a reset was the only option to resume ativity. A reset, however, needs to be
logged in order to maintain enough information to reord realisti latenies (as explained in
Setion 6.4.1). Reliable ommuniation, while still maintaining aurate synhronisation
information, was easily ahievable at the initial, single paket per seond, data rate. It
was thus deided to only perform runs at the low data rate. Table 7.10 shows the average
paket latenies obtained, as reorded in a ve minute simulations where the Monte Carlo
load balaning strategy was utilised and where the route with the lowest ost was merely
seleted every time for data transmission.
2
Compared to the alternative protool where the Monte Carlo strategy is not utilised. Eetively
the proposed solution is ompared to a version of Dynami Soure Routing (DSR) with the Expeted
Transmission Count (ETX) metri inorporated
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Figure 7.32: Hardware implementation physial network topology
Table 7.10: Latenies reorded with the hardware implementation
Monte Carlo 5.209 seonds
Not Monte Carlo 15.706 seonds
The Monte Carlo yielded a signiantly lower average lateny. However, insuient
information of the the lower level operation of the deployed modules does, however, evoke
a degree of septiism in the obtained results. The extremely large lateny values, quite
likely due to the medium aess strategy, and in partiular how ommuniation retries
are handled, also introdues doubt.
While there an be little doubt that the hardware implementation proved the relative
merits of the Monte Carlo approah, it is diult to quantify suh improvement, due to
some key unknowns in the hardware platform itself.
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7.5 Analytial Model
Chapter 5 introdued an analytial approah to evaluate the performane of the developed
routing protool. The approah hinges on probabilisti behaviour and queueing theory.
The aim of developing the analytial model in parallel with simulation, is to strengthen
the redibility of the generated results and to develop an analytial tool. In order to reate
omparable results, the simulation setup was done in a fashion to mimi the assumptions
made in the analytial model.
The generated results an be seen in Figure 7.33, where the lateny is measured in seonds,
and the data rate is the oered load normalised to the maximum transfer rate a single link
an handle. Only loads under unity were onsidered, sine as the load approahes unity,
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Figure 7.33: Lateny as generated by analytial model and simulation ompared
the queue length, as used in the analytial model, would strive towards innity, and thus
produe unrealisti results. Results do not oinide preisely, but are in the same order
of magnitude, and the urves show similar harateristis. The lateny as simulated is
expeted to be signiantly higher sine the eet of retransmissions due to bad links is
inorporated while the analytial model ignores this eet. The limitations of the MAC
layer thus plays a denite role in the quik inrease in lateny for the simulated results.
7.6 Summary
This hapter began by ritially examining the testing proess of an ad ho routing pro-
tool. Inuential fators in the proess were identied. Thereafter the implementation
of a parameter optimisation proess, utilising GAs, is fully doumented. The results of
various network simulations are shown and disussed. Results from a high level hard-
ware implementation are doumented, and lastly, the output from an analytial model is
ompared to simulation results of a similar setup.
Chapter 8
Conlusion
In the dynami, fast paed and information driven world of today, network onnetivity
is a growing need. The proverbial global village is dereasing in size at a tremendous rate.
Infrastruture is, however, needed to onnet people from all the orners of the world.
At the peripheries of the Internet, where the neessary infrastruture is not available, an
alternative self organising, dynamially growing, self-ongurable network ould be an
ideal and aordable option. An eient ad ho network solution is thus a tehnology
with signiant potential and merit. This thesis investigated a novel Monte Carlo based
ad ho routing strategy in an eort to improve overall network performane.
8.1 Summary of Investigation and Results
An in depth bakground study into the tehnologies surrounding ad ho networks, spei-
ally routing protools for the platform, was done. The study showed the various dierent
approahes and strategies utilised in ad ho routing. Typial problems were onsidered
and noted.
A novel routing protool, similar to the Dynami Soure Routing (DSR) protool, was
proposed. The proposed methodology diers from DSR in two ways. Firstly, the Expeted
Transmission Count (ETX) metri was used to ompare links and routes to one another.
In most of the ad ho routing protools investigated, the route onsisting of the lowest
number of hops between a soure and destination node was seleted for transmission.
The ETX metri is an estimation of the number of transmissions required to send a
paket between a soure and destination node. It thus inorporates the eet of a higher
bit rate error due to the physial topologial nature of a network, as well as the eet
of data ongestion. The seond dierential aspet of the proposed methodology is the
inorporation of the so-alledMonte Carlo load balaning strategy. When ommuniation
awaits, possible multiple routes between the soure and destination nodes are disovered.
Sine the ETX theoretially generates a dynami view of the status quo of available routes
in the network at a given time, the disovered routes are weighted with their respetive
ETX metri values. The weights determine the likelihood of the given route to be utilised
for transmission of data. An initial high level Java simulation of the proposed strategy
generated positive results.
In order to omprehensively evaluate the merit of the proposed methodology, it was
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deided to approah the problem by means of simulation, an analytial model and a
hardware implementation. The idea is to inrease ondene in the proposed methodology
with every dierent approah.
The routing protool was fully developed in the simulation environment, OMNeT++.
Before performane simulations ommened, ertain parameters, whih are inuential in
the operation of the protool, were sent through a series of simulations, in an attempt
to optimise them. The optimisation proess also aimed to resolve unertainty regard-
ing the interdependenies between the identied paramters. Geneti Algorithms (GAs)
were used in the optimisation proess. The proess was ompleted one for lateny op-
timisation, and one for throughput optimisation. Various topologies and senarios were
simulated. For eah senario, simulation runs through a range of data rates were done
where the Monte Carlo load balaning strategy was inorporated into the routing strat-
egy, and where it was not. For a small network (16 nodes), throughput and lateny
orrelated very losely whether Monte Carlo was used or not in all of the test senarios.
Promising lateny results where found at extremely high data rates (where bloks of on-
seutive pakets were transmitted every time) for a large network (100 nodes) where all
nodes were evenly spaed. The size of the larger network ensured that numerous routes
existed independently of one another
1
. The uniform physial layout of the nodes also
helped ensuring that multiple paths onsistently existed between any two of the nodes.
The bloks of onseutive data transmitted aused ongestion of ertain links, where the
Monte Carlo strategy then helped spread the load to other routes. The senario whih
generated the most favourable results thus ts the prole perfetly of the senario whih
the proposed methodology was designed for. The throughput, however, was extremely
low in the simulations of the large network. In the ase where the bloks of data were
sent, the throughput suered even more. The low throughput brought septiism into the
workings of the IEEE802.11 MAC layer that was used in the simulations. The simulation
omparisons were, however, unbiased sine the variable in the two simulations ompared
was the Monte Carlo strategy being turned on and o.
An analytial model, based on probability and queueing theory was developed for a typial
network onguration. A simulation run, set up to oinide with assumptions made in
the analytial model, was exeuted. The analytial model was speially designed to
determine lateny. Latenies, as alulated by the analytial model, fell within the same
order of magnitude of those as simulated. The basi tendeny of the results aross a
range of input data rates orrelated well. The simulation run delivered slightly higher
latenies, whih was expeted sine the simulations inorporated lower layer protools,
whih deteted physial paket ollisions, while the analytial model disregarded it. It is
onluded that the analytial model strengthens ondene in the lateny results obtained
from simulation.
For the hardware implementation, the Monte Carlo load balaning strategy was merely
inorporated into the routing strategy utilised by a wireless sensor network module alled
Tmote Sky. The operating system, TinyOS, runs on the modules. The routing protool
utilised in the modules, MultihopLQI, does not work in exatly the same manner as
the proposed methodology, but there is a deision that has to be made between multiple
routes aording to their metris. The Monte Carlo strategy was thus inorporated where
this deision had to be made. Numerous test runs proved that the underlying hardware
1
Data an be transmitted on both routes simultaneously beause the nodes forming the respetive
routes are physially out of ommuniation range form one another.
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and/or ommuniation protools were not developed to operate at high data rates. Low
data rate tests were thus run. Another hurdle was the plaement of the modules in order
to ensure that multiple routes existed independently of one another. Tin foil ylinders
where used to provide shielding between ertain modules. Careful plaement in and
around the ylinders ensured that multiple independent routes existed. The test runs
showed a signiant improvement in lateny when the Monte Carlo strategy was utilised.
However, the order of magnitude of the values introdued septiism. The result is thus
seen as positive, but not onlusive, sine the operation of the underlying ommuniation
protools proved to be slightly volatile and aimed at very low data range ommuniation.
8.2 Contributions
In reahing the objetive to develop a Monte Carlo based ad ho routing protool for
onnetivity improvement, the following ontributions were made:
 Development of a novel ad ho routing protool, loosely based on DSR
 Inorporation of the ETX metri into the developed protool
 Inorporation of the Monte Carlo load balaning strategy into the developed pro-
tool
 Analysis of the proposed methodology by means of simulation
 Optimisation of ritial identied protool parameters by means of a Geneti Algorithm
(GA)
 Veriation of the viability of the proposed protool simulation results by means of
an analytial model
 Partial hardware implementation of the proposed routing protool inlusive of
 Synhronisation of individual wireless modules in order to aurately observe
paket lateny
 Eletromagneti shielding of wireless modules in order to establish multiple
independent ommuniation paths
8.3 Possible Future Work
Through the extensive simulation runs, statistial analyses and hardware implementation,
it is onluded that the proposed methodology is promising. Where there lies signiant
sope to dramatially improve the proposed methodology, is in inorporating the Monte
Carlo load balaning strategy into the MAC layer. Instead of retries implying that data
pakets be sent on the same links over and over again, the load balaning strategy needs to
be inorporated here as well. In the simulations the weighing of the routes only happened
when a paket was sheduled, not in the ase of retries.
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Signiant ondene in the methodology ould be obtained with a omplete hardware
implementation, utilising similar lower level protools as simulated, and inorporating the
designed routing protool preisely. Extensive testing and omparisons to established ad
ho routing protools running on the same platform would provide denitive insight into
the feasibility of the proposed methodology.
8.4 Summary
This hapter summarised the ontributions made in the thesis, as well as proposed areas
in whih the researh ould possibly be extended in the future.
Appendies
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Appendix A
Monte Carlo Strategy Investigation
Java ode developed in order to test the viability of the Monte Carlo load balaning
strategy is listed.
A.1 Main.java
/*
* To hange t h i s template , hoose Tools | Templates
* and open the templa te in the e d i t o r .
*/
pakage montearlo ;
/**
*
* author prpero l d
*/
publi lass Main {
/**
* param args the ommand l i n e arguments
*/
publi stat i void main( St r ing [ ℄ a rgs ) {
Network network = new Network ( ) ;
network . run (50) ;
}
}
A.2 Network.java
/*
* To hange t h i s template , hoose Tools | Templates
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* and open the templa te in the e d i t o r .
*/
pakage montearlo ;
import java . i o . * ;
import java . u t i l .Random;
/**
*
* author prpero l d1
*/
publi lass Network {
private int metr i [ ℄ ;
private int route [ ℄ ;
private int ount [ ℄ ;
private Random rand ;
private int t r a f f i  L o ad [ ℄ [ ℄ ;
publi Network ( ) {
doSetup ( ) ;
}
publi void doSetup ( ) {
metr i = new int [ 7 ℄ ;
route = new int [ 3 ℄ ;
ount = new int [ 7 ℄ ;
rand = new Random( ) ;
for ( int i = 0 ; i < 7 ; i++){
metr i [ i ℄ = rand . next Int (10) +1;
//System . out . p r i n t l n ( metr i [ i ℄ ) ;
}
}
publi void run ( int num){
int routeChoie ;
int t r a f f i  ;
t r a f f i  L o ad = new int [ 3 ℄ [ num ℄ ;
for ( int i =0 ; i < num ; i++){
route [ 0 ℄ = metr i [0 ℄+ metr i [2 ℄+ metr i [ 5 ℄ ;
route [ 1 ℄ = metr i [1 ℄+ metr i [3 ℄+ metr i [ 5 ℄ ;
route [ 2 ℄ = metr i [1 ℄+ metr i [4 ℄+ metr i [ 6 ℄ ;
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i f ( ( route [ 0 ℄ <= route [ 1 ℄ ) && ( route [ 0 ℄ <= route [ 2 ℄ ) )
{
routeChoie = 0 ;
} else i f ( route [ 1 ℄ <= route [ 2 ℄ ) {
routeChoie = 1 ;
} else {
routeChoie = 2 ;
}
t r a f f i  = rand . next Int (10) +1;
for ( int j = i ; ( j<=( i+t r a f f i  ) ) && ( j<num) ; j++){
System . out . p r i n t l n ( "DEBUG:  j  = "+j+"  num = "+
num) ;
t r a f f i  L o ad [ routeChoie ℄ [ j ℄++;
}
//update rou t ing metr is
i f ( t r a f f i  L o ad [ 0 ℄ [ i ℄ >= 3) {
metr i [0℄++;
metr i [2℄++;
}
i f ( t r a f f i  L o ad [ 1 ℄ [ i ℄ >= 3) {
metr i [3℄++;
}
i f ( t r a f f i  L o ad [ 2 ℄ [ i ℄ >= 3) {
metr i [4℄++;
metr i [6℄++;
}
i f ( ( t r a f f i  L o ad [ 0 ℄ [ i ℄+ t r a f f i  L o ad [ 1 ℄ [ i ℄ ) >= 3) {
metr i [5℄++;
}
i f ( ( t r a f f i  L o ad [ 1 ℄ [ i ℄+ t r a f f i  L o ad [ 2 ℄ [ i ℄ ) >= 3) {
metr i [1℄++;
}
}
p r i n tS t a t s (num, t r a f f i  L o ad ) ;
}
publi void p r i n tS t a t s ( int num, int load [ ℄ [ ℄ ) {
System . out . p r i n t l n ( "Route 0    Route 1   Route 2" ) ;
for ( int i =0 ; i <num ; i++){
System . out . p r i n t l n ( load [ 0 ℄ [ i ℄+"\ t \ t "+load [ 1 ℄ [ i ℄+"\ t
\ t "+load [ 2 ℄ [ i ℄ ) ;
}
F i l e f i l eOu t = new F i l e ( "/home/ prpero ld /" , "out . txt " ) ;
try {
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Buf fe redWri te r out = new Buf fe redWri te r (new
Fi l eWr i t e r ( f i l eOu t ) ) ;
for ( int i =0 ; i <num ; i++){
out . wr i t e ( load [ 0 ℄ [ i ℄+"\ t "+load [ 1 ℄ [ i ℄+"\ t "+load
[ 2 ℄ [ i ℄+"\n" ) ;
}
out .  l o s e ( ) ;
} ath ( IOExeption e ) {
}
}
}
Appendix B
Parameter Optimisation
B.1 Output
The full input and output set of the optimisation Geneti Algorithms (GAs) for through-
put and lateny are shown in this hapter. For eah generation of the respetable GAs,
the input parameter set and output is shown. The output is given for eah of the three
data rates (Max is the maximum data rate ahievable aross a single link in the network)
used in the simulations, as well as their average, whih is used as the tness parameter
in the GA. Certain ells in the output tables are blank, whih means that the simulation
did not generate suent data in the alotted simulation time.
Table B.1: Throughput parameter optimisation input values - Generation 1
Run onsiderFat freshFator helloInterval routeNum
1 1 13 2 3
2 3 16 2 3
3 38 16 5 2
4 20 28 1 1
5 18 16 5 2
6 49 20 5 2
7 38 3 2 1
8 19 11 2 1
9 44 24 4 3
10 42 14 2 1
11 45 0 2 1
12 30 25 4 3
13 5 6 4 3
14 2 30 4 2
15 20 3 2 3
16 32 21 1 1
17 23 4 4 3
18 3 28 2 3
19 41 3 1 2
20 7 2 3 1
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Table B.2: Throughput parameter optimisation output values - Generation 1
Run Max/4 Max/2 Max Average
1 0.66 0.18
2 0.69 0.16
3 0.62 0.37 0.17 0.39
4 0.73 0.38 0.16 0.42
5 0.62 0.36 0.18 0.39
6 0.67 0.35 0.16 0.39
7 0.51 0.27 0.14 0.31
8 0.68 0.33 0.16 0.39
9 0.71 0.37 0.16 0.42
10 0.7 0.34 0.16 0.4
11 0 0
12 0.75 0.37 0.17 0.43
13 0.58 0.3 0.16 0.34
14 0.73 0.4 0.17 0.43
15 0.45 0.29
16 0.73 0.35 0.17 0.41
17 0.52 0.28
18 0.71 0.39 0.17 0.42
19 0.45 0.26 0.14 0.29
20 0.43 0.26 0.14 0.28
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Table B.3: Throughput parameter optimisation input values - Generation 2
Run onsiderFat freshFator helloInterval routeNum
1 22 26 1 2
2 16 22 4 2
3 20 25 5 2
4 15 23 5 2
5 10 26 3 2
6 9 26 3 2
7 7 30 4 2
8 20 29 3 2
9 35 27 3 2
10 21 30 2 2
11 13 24 4 2
12 14 26 2 2
13 16 26 4 2
14 42 24 4 2
15 28 27 4 2
16 5 28 4 2
17 14 25 4 2
18 2 26 2 2
19 15 27 4 2
20 28 25 4 2
Table B.4: Throughput parameter optimisation output values - Generation 2
Run Max/4 Max/2 Max Average
1 0.73 0.18
2 0.68 0.37
3 0.64 0.37 0.17 0.4
4 0.69 0.36 0.16 0.4
5 0.69 0.4 0.19 0.43
6 0.74 0.39 0.17 0.44
7 0.76 0.38 0.16 0.43
8 0.76 0.39 0.17 0.44
9 0.71 0.16
10 0.77 0.38 0.17 0.44
11 0.74 0.37 0.16 0.42
12 0.74 0.16
13 0.7 0.39 0.17 0.42
14 0.72 0.4 0.17 0.43
15 0.7 0.39
16 0.75 0.38
17 0.74 0.38 0.17 0.43
18 0.7 0.38 0.17 0.42
19 0.7 0.4 0.17 0.42
20 0.74 0.38 0.16 0.43
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Table B.5: Throughput parameter optimisation input values - Generation 3
Run onsiderFat freshFator helloInterval routeNum
1 18 26 2 2
2 26 29 2 2
3 16 29 2 2
4 24 29 2 2
5 14 30 2 2
6 13 28 2 2
7 14 28 2 2
8 17 29 2 2
9 11 25 2 2
10 21 29 2 2
11 10 29 2 2
12 16 29 2 2
13 14 30 2 2
14 16 29 2 2
15 16 28 2 2
16 11 29 2 2
17 7 26 2 2
18 9 29 2 2
19 10 27 2 2
20 16 28 2 2
Table B.6: Throughput parameter optimisation output values - Generation 3
Run Max/4 Max/2 Max Average
1 0.73 0.18
2 0.74 0.39 0.17 0.43
3 0.69 0.39 0.18 0.42
4 0.74 0.36 0.17 0.42
5 0.71 0.39 0.18 0.43
6 0.75 0.4 0.17 0.44
7 0.77 0.37 0.17 0.43
8 0.76 0.39 0.18 0.44
9 0.72 0.38 0.17 0.42
10 0.76 0.38 0.17 0.43
11 0.76 0.17
12 0.76 0.37 0.17 0.43
13 0.72 0.4 0.18 0.43
14 0.73 0.4 0.17 0.43
15 0.69 0.4
16 0.76 0.39 0.17 0.44
17 0.73 0.36 0.17 0.42
18 0.72 0.39 0.17 0.43
19 0.71 0.38 0.16 0.42
20 0.75 0.39 0.17 0.44
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Table B.7: Throughput parameter optimisation input values - Generation 4
Run onsiderFat freshFator helloInterval routeNum
1 18 28 2 2
2 19 28 2 2
3 16 28 2 2
4 15 28 2 2
5 15 28 2 2
6 15 28 2 2
7 10 28 2 2
8 18 28 2 2
9 13 28 2 2
10 12 28 2 2
11 13 28 2 2
12 14 28 2 2
13 13 28 2 2
14 17 28 2 2
15 14 28 2 2
16 13 28 2 2
17 10 28 2 2
18 14 28 2 2
19 12 28 2 2
20 14 28 2 2
Table B.8: Throughput parameter optimisation output values - Generation 4
Run Max/4 Max/2 Max Average
1 0.73 0.18
2 0.72 0.17
3 0.69 0.39 0.17 0.42
4 0.76 0.37 0.17 0.43
5 0.71 0.39 0.18 0.43
6 0.74 0.4 0.17 0.43
7 0.76 0.38
8 0.75 0.18
9 0.73 0.37 0.17 0.42
10 0.76 0.38 0.17 0.44
11 0.75 0.17
12 0.76 0.38 0.17 0.44
13 0.71 0.39 0.17 0.43
14 0.74 0.4 0.17 0.44
15 0.69 0.4
16 0.75 0.4 0.17 0.44
17 0.75 0.37 0.17 0.43
18 0.71 0.39 0.17 0.42
19 0.71 0.38 0.17 0.42
20 0.75 0.37 0.17 0.43
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Table B.9: Throughput parameter optimisation input values - Generation 5
Run onsiderFat freshFator helloInterval routeNum
1 17 28 2 2
2 11 28 2 2
3 14 28 2 2
4 12 28 2 2
5 14 28 2 2
6 14 28 2 2
7 16 28 2 2
8 11 28 2 2
9 12 28 2 2
10 14 28 2 2
11 12 28 2 2
12 15 28 2 2
13 16 28 2 2
14 15 28 2 2
15 15 28 2 2
16 13 28 2 2
17 18 28 2 2
18 17 28 2 2
19 13 28 2 2
20 13 28 2 2
Table B.10: Throughput parameter optimisation output values - Generation 5
Run Max/4 Max/2 Max Average
1 0.73 0.18
2 0.72 0.39 0.17 0.43
3 0.69 0.39 0.17 0.42
4 0.73 0.37 0.17 0.42
5 0.7 0.39 0.18 0.43
6 0.74 0.4 0.17 0.44
7 0.76 0.37 0.17 0.43
8 0.75 0.38 0.18 0.44
9 0.72 0.38 0.17 0.42
10 0.75 0.38 0.17 0.43
11 0.77 0.17
12 0.76 0.38 0.17 0.43
13 0.73 0.4 0.17 0.43
14 0.73 0.4 0.17 0.43
15 0.7 0.4
16 0.75 0.4 0.17 0.44
17 0.75 0.37 0.17 0.43
18 0.7 0.39 0.17 0.42
19 0.38 0.17
20 0.74 0.37 0.17 0.43
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Table B.11: Lateny parameter optimisation input values - Generation 1
Run onsiderFat freshFator helloInterval routeNum
1 1 13 2 3
2 3 16 2 3
3 38 16 5 2
4 20 28 1 1
5 18 16 5 2
6 49 20 5 2
7 38 3 2 1
8 19 11 2 1
9 44 24 4 3
10 42 14 2 1
11 45 0 2 1
12 30 25 4 3
13 5 6 4 3
14 2 30 4 2
15 20 3 2 3
16 32 21 1 1
17 23 4 4 3
18 3 28 2 3
19 41 3 1 2
20 7 2 3 1
Table B.12: Lateny parameter optimisation output values - Generation 1
Run Max/4 Max/2 Max Average
1 0.1 0.36 0.36 0.27
2 0.08 0.32 0.38 0.26
3 0.08 0.31 0.35 0.25
4 0.06 0.33 0.38 0.26
5 0.09 0.35 0.35 0.26
6 0.08 0.29 0.34 0.24
7 0.19 0.32 0.3 0.27
8 0.11 0.34 0.36 0.27
9 0.07 0.34 0.36 0.26
10 0.09 0.36 0.37 0.27
11 0.06 0.32
12 0.06 0.33 0.38 0.26
13 0.13 0.29 0.31 0.24
14 0.06 0.33 0.37 0.25
15 0.2 0.32 0.31 0.28
16 0.07 0.32 0.41 0.27
17 0.17 0.29 0.3 0.25
18 0.07 0.36 0.38 0.27
19 0.19 0.33 0.33 0.28
20 0.2 0.28 0.26 0.25
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Table B.13: Lateny parameter optimisation input values - Generation 2
Run onsiderFat freshFator helloInterval routeNum
1 37 8 4 2
2 47 8 4 2
3 1 3 4 2
4 31 11 4 2
5 32 13 4 2
6 11 14 4 2
7 24 1 4 2
8 50 13 4 2
9 23 16 4 2
10 50 10 4 2
11 19 8 4 2
12 9 16 4 2
13 31 24 4 2
14 17 13 4 2
15 18 13 4 2
16 13 10 4 2
17 41 20 4 2
18 50 3 4 2
19 17 10 4 2
20 42 10 4 2
Table B.14: Lateny parameter optimisation output values - Generation 2
Run Max/4 Max/2 Max Average
1 0.13 0.3 0.33 0.25
2 0.12 0.3 0.34 0.25
3 0.17 0.29 0.28 0.25
4 0.1 0.28 0.34 0.24
5 0.09 0.34 0.34 0.26
6 0.09 0.29 0.34 0.24
7 0.19 0.26 0.25 0.23
8 0.1 0.31 0.35 0.25
9 0.09 0.33 0.34 0.25
10 0.1 0.32 0.34 0.25
11 0.12 0.31 0.29 0.24
12 0.08 0.32 0.38 0.26
13 0.06 0.31 0.36 0.24
14 0.11 0.32 0.34 0.25
15 0.1 0.33 0.36 0.26
16 0.11 0.29 0.35 0.25
17 0.07 0.33 0.36 0.26
18 0.16 0.29 0.31 0.25
19 0.11 0.33 0.36 0.27
20 0.11 0.31 0.3 0.24
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Table B.15: Lateny parameter optimisation input values - Generation 3
Run onsiderFat freshFator helloInterval routeNum
1 32 8 4 2
2 25 11 4 2
3 32 11 4 2
4 44 4 4 2
5 31 11 4 2
6 35 14 4 2
7 27 9 4 2
8 17 6 4 2
9 14 6 4 2
10 12 5 4 2
11 33 8 4 2
12 16 12 4 2
13 19 6 4 2
14 19 9 4 2
15 24 8 4 2
16 31 12 4 2
17 37 12 4 2
18 21 11 4 2
19 19 16 4 2
20 36 4 4 2
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Table B.16: Lateny parameter optimisation output values - Generation 3
Run Max/4 Max/2 Max Average
1 0.12 0.3 0.33 0.25
2 0.12 0.31 0.35 0.26
3 0.09 0.32 0.33 0.25
4 0.16 0.26 0.3 0.24
5 0.11 0.34 0.34 0.26
6 0.09 0.29 0.34 0.24
7 0.11 0.33 0.32 0.25
8 0.15 0.3 0.32 0.26
9 0.14 0.29 0.3 0.25
10 0.15 0.31 0.31 0.25
11 0.12 0.3 0.3 0.24
12 0.09 0.31 0.36 0.26
13 0.12 0.28 0.3 0.24
14 0.12 0.31 0.31 0.25
15 0.12 0.31 0.34 0.26
16 0.09 0.31 0.37 0.26
17 0.1 0.32 0.35 0.26
18 0.1 0.32 0.34 0.25
19 0.09 0.34 0.37 0.27
20 0.16 0.28 0.28 0.24
Table B.17: Lateny parameter optimisation input values - Generation 4
Run onsiderFat freshFator helloInterval routeNum
1 11 11 4 2
2 20 6 4 2
3 35 8 4 2
4 49 7 4 2
5 50 8 4 2
6 35 1 4 2
7 40 15 4 2
8 31 5 4 2
9 42 7 4 2
10 28 13 4 2
11 45 4 4 2
12 25 2 4 2
13 28 6 4 2
14 39 1 4 2
15 14 10 4 2
16 42 12 4 2
17 34 1 4 2
18 21 8 4 2
19 28 7 4 2
20 19 14 4 2
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Table B.18: Lateny parameter optimisation output values - Generation 4
Run Max/4 Max/2 Max Average
1 0.1 0.32 0.34 0.25
2 0.13 0.29 0.33 0.25
3 0.11 0.32 0.31 0.25
4 0.13 0.27 0.32 0.24
5 0.12 0.33 0.33 0.26
6 0.17 0.24 0.25 0.22
7 0.09 0.34 0.34 0.26
8 0.16 0.29 0.31 0.25
9 0.14 0.3 0.31 0.25
10 0.09 0.34 0.35 0.26
11 0.17 0.29 0.27 0.24
12 0.18 0.27 0.29 0.25
13 0.13 0.29 0.31 0.24
14 0.2 0.26 0.23 0.23
15 0.1 0.32 0.34 0.25
16 0.09 0.31 0.37 0.26
17 0.21 0.26 0.25 0.24
18 0.11 0.31 0.34 0.25
19 0.14 0.32 0.34 0.26
20 0.09 0.31 0.3 0.23
Table B.19: Lateny parameter optimisation input values - Generation 5
Run onsiderFat freshFator helloInterval routeNum
1 17 3 4 2
2 35 4 4 2
3 15 1 4 2
4 34 1 4 2
5 38 1 4 2
6 45 2 4 2
7 43 6 4 2
8 22 6 4 2
9 25 3 4 2
10 47 1 4 2
11 20 3 4 2
12 34 8 4 2
13 26 1 4 2
14 35 7 4 2
15 27 3 4 2
16 35 7 4 2
17 26 3 4 2
18 20 1 4 2
19 24 7 4 2
20 35 4 4 2
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Table B.20: Lateny parameter optimisation output values - Generation 5
Run Max/4 Max/2 Max Average
1 0.18 0.28 0.3 0.26
2 0.15 0.29 0.32 0.25
3 0.2 0.26 0.24 0.23
4 0.2 0.23 0.26 0.23
5 0.21 0.27 0.27 0.25
6 0.17 0.26 0.27 0.23
7 0.13 0.31 0.31 0.25
8 0.16 0.3 0.32 0.26
9 0.18 0.29 0.27 0.25
10 0.2 0.26 0.24 0.23
11 0.18 0.29 0.26 0.24
12 0.11 0.31 0.34 0.25
13 0.2 0.23 0.24 0.23
14 0.15 0.3 0.31 0.25
15 0.17 0.3 0.3 0.26
16 0.12 0.29 0.34 0.25
17 0.18 0.28 0.29 0.25
18 0.19 0.27 0.27 0.24
19 0.13 0.31 0.33 0.26
20 0.16 0.28 0.28 0.24
Table B.21: Lateny parameter optimisation input values - Generation 6
Run onsiderFat freshFator helloInterval routeNum
1 39 1 4 2
2 34 1 4 2
3 39 1 4 2
4 38 1 4 2
5 26 1 4 2
6 29 1 4 2
7 30 1 4 2
8 47 1 4 2
9 21 1 4 2
10 34 1 4 2
11 46 1 4 2
12 27 1 4 2
13 9 1 4 2
14 40 1 4 2
15 25 1 4 2
16 19 1 4 2
17 17 1 4 2
18 34 1 4 2
19 45 1 4 2
20 37 1 4 2
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Table B.22: Lateny parameter optimisation output values - Generation 6
Run Max/4 Max/2 Max Average
1 0.2 0.25 0.26 0.24
2 0.2 0.25 0.27 0.24
3 0.19 0.26 0.25 0.23
4 0.2 0.23 0.26 0.23
5 0.21 0.27 0.27 0.25
6 0.18 0.24 0.24 0.22
7 0.19 0.26 0.25 0.23
8 0.21 0.24 0.25 0.23
9 0.2 0.26 0.24 0.23
10 0.19 0.26 0.25 0.23
11 0.2 0.26 0.23 0.23
12 0.18 0.25 0.26 0.23
13 0.2 0.24 0.24 0.23
14 0.2 0.26 0.23 0.23
15 0.19 0.26 0.26 0.24
16 0.2 0.25 0.27 0.24
17 0.2 0.26 0.25 0.24
18 0.19 0.27 0.27 0.24
19 0.19 0.27 0.26 0.24
20 0.19 0.24 0.23 0.22
B.2 Python Code
B.2.1 inputgenerator.py
import s t r ing , StringIO , random
def i n i t I npu t (numRuns , dataPaketSize , dataDistro , b l o kS i z e ) :
f ou t = open ( " runs . i n i " , 'w ' )
fsum = open ( "inputsummary . txt " , "w" )
dataRate = [ ( 5 . 5*10**6 ) /4 , ( 5 . 5*10**6) /2 , ( 5 . 5*10**6) ℄
ount = 1
for i in range (numRuns) :
ount2 = 1
ons iderFat = s t r ( random . randrange (51) )
f r e shFa to r = s t r ( random . randrange (31) )
h e l l o I n t e r v a l = s t r ( random . randrange (1 , 6 ) )
r ou t e s 2  on s i d e r = s t r ( random . randrange (1 , 4 ) )
fsum . wr i t e ( s t r ( i +1)+"\ t "+ons iderFat+"\ t "+
f r e shFa to r+"\ t "+h e l l o I n t e r v a l+"\ t "+
rou t e s 2  on s i d e r+"\n" )
for j in range (3 ) :
f ou t . wr i t e ( " [Run "+s t r ( ( ( ount−1)*3)+
ount2 )+" ℄ \ n" )
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f ou t . wr i t e ( "output−vetor− f i l e  = run"+
s t r ( ount )+"_"+s t r ( ount2 )+" . ve \n" )
f ou t . wr i t e ( "adHoSim . host [ * ℄ . appl .
dataRate = "+s t r ( dataRate [ ount2 −1℄)+
"\n" )
f ou t . wr i t e ( "adHoSim . host [ * ℄ . appl .
dataPaketSize  = "+s t r ( dataPaketSize
)+"\n" )
f ou t . wr i t e ( "adHoSim . host [ * ℄ . appl .
dataDis t ro  = "+s t r ( dataDis t ro )+"\n" )
f ou t . wr i t e ( "adHoSim . host [ * ℄ . appl .
b l o kS i z e  = "+s t r ( b l o kS i z e )+"\n" )
f ou t . wr i t e ( "adHoSim . host [ * ℄ . net .
ons iderFat  = "+ons iderFat+"\n" )
f ou t . wr i t e ( "adHoSim . host [ * ℄ . net .
f r e shFa to r  = "+f r e shFa to r+"\n" )
f ou t . wr i t e ( "adHoSim . host [ * ℄ . net .
h e l l o I n t e r v a l  = "+h e l l o I n t e r v a l+"\n" )
f ou t . wr i t e ( "adHoSim . host [ * ℄ . net .
r ou t e s 2  on s i d e r  = "+rou t e s 2  on s i d e r+"
\n\n" )
ount2+=1
ount+=1
fout .  l o s e ( )
fsum .  l o s e ( )
i f __name__ == "__main__" :
numRuns = 20
dataPaketSize = 1024*8 # 1kB
dataDis t ro = 1 # 1 = poisson , 2 = bloks , 3 = uniform
b lokS i z e = 750
i n i t I npu t (numRuns , dataPaketSize , dataDistro , b l o kS i z e
)
B.2.2 dataparser.py
import s t r ing , StringIO , random , operator , math
de f throughputparse r ( gene ra t i on ) :
fn = "/home/ prpero ld /MSIng/ Simulat ion / BlokTra f f i  /
AdHoNetwork2/Output/ gene ra t i on "+s t r ( gene ra t i on )+"/
raw_input/omnetpp . sa "
foutn = "/home/ prpero ld /MSIng/ Simulat ion / BlokTra f f i  /
AdHoNetwork2/Output/ gene ra t i on "+s t r ( gene ra t i on )+"/
parsed_output/ throughput . txt "
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favgn = "/home/ prpero ld /MSIng/ Simulat ion / BlokTra f f i  /
AdHoNetwork2/Output/ gene ra t i on "+s t r ( gene ra t i on )+"/
parsed_output/ throughputavg . txt "
fp = open ( fn , " r " )
foutp = open ( foutn , 'w ' )
favgp = open ( favgn , 'w ' )
foutp . wr i t e ( "Generation \tMax/4\ t \tMax/2\ t \tMax\n" )
foutp . wr i t e ( "
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
" )
data = fp . r e a d l i n e s ( )
run = 0
o ldgene ra t i on = 0
gene ra t i on = 0
out =[ ℄
for l i n e in data :
i f l i n e . ount ( "run" ) :
runnum=""
run+=1
t o t a l s e n t = 0
t o t a l r e  e i v e d = 0
i = 0
while ( l i n e [ l en ( "run " )+i ℄ . i s d i g i t ( ) ) :
runnum += l i n e [ l en ( "run " )+i ℄
i+=1
o ldgene ra t i on = gene ra t i on
gene ra t i on = ( int ( runnum)−1)/3+1
i f l i n e . ount ( " sent " ) :
s ent = ""
sent+=l i n e [ l i n e . r f i n d ( " " ) :−1℄
t o t a l s e n t+=int ( sent )
i f l i n e . ount ( " r e  e i v ed " ) :
r e  e i v ed = ""
r e  e i v ed+=l i n e [ l i n e . r f i n d ( " " ) :−1℄
t o t a l r e  e i v e d+=int ( r e  e i v ed )
i f l i n e . ount ( " [ 1 5 ℄ " ) and l i n e . ount ( " r e  e i v ed " )
:
i f run<int ( runnum) :
foutp . wr i t e ( "\ t \ t " )
run = int ( runnum)
i f o ldgenerat ion <gene ra t i on :
foutp . wr i t e ( "\n"+s t r ( gene ra t i on )
)
i f l en ( out ) == 3 and 0 not in
out :
favgp . wr i t e ( s t r (
o ldgene ra t i on )+"\ t "+
s t r ( round ( 1 . 0 * ( sum(
out ) / l en ( out ) ) ,4 ) )+"\
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n" )
out = [ ℄
foutp . wr i t e ( "\ t \ t "+s t r ( round ( f loat (
t o t a l r e  e i v e d ) / f loat ( t o t a l s e n t ) ,4 ) ) )
out . append ( round ( f loat ( t o t a l r e  e i v e d ) /
f loat ( t o t a l s e n t ) ,4 ) )
i f l en ( out ) == 3 and 0 not in out :
favgp . wr i t e ( s t r ( g ene ra t i on )+"\ t "+s t r ( round ( 1 . 0 * (
sum( out ) / l en ( out ) ) ,4 ) )+"\n" )
fp .  l o s e ( )
foutp .  l o s e ( )
favgp .  l o s e ( )
de f newInputGenerator (numRuns , dataPaketSize , dataDistro ,
g ene ra t i on ) :
f i n = "/home/ prpero ld /MSIng/ Simulat ion / BlokTra f f i  /
AdHoNetwork2/Output/ gene ra t i on "+s t r ( gene ra t i on )+"/
parsed_output/ throughputavg . txt "
fp = open ( f in , " r " )
data = fp . r e a d l i n e s ( )
fsum = "/home/ prpero ld /MSIng/ Simulat ion / BlokTra f f i  /
AdHoNetwork2/Output/ gene ra t i on "+s t r ( gene ra t i on )+"/
parameters / inputsummary . txt "
fsump = open ( fsum , " r " )
sumdata = fsump . r e a d l i n e s ( )
out = [ ℄
for l i n e in data :
o u t l i n e = l i n e . s p l i t ( )
out . append ( ( int ( o u t l i n e [ 0 ℄ ) , round ( f loat ( o u t l i n e
[−1℄) ,4 ) ) )
out = sor t ed ( out , key=operator . i t emget t e r (1 ) )
out . r e v e r s e ( )
s e l e  t i o n = out [ 0 : l en ( out ) /4 ℄ #/4 so that only top 25%
i s s e l e  t e d
fp .  l o s e ( )
input = {}
for l i n e in sumdata :
o u t l i n e = l i n e . s p l i t ( )
input [ int ( f loat ( o u t l i n e [ 0 ℄ ) ) ℄ = ( int ( f loat (
o u t l i n e [ 1 ℄ ) ) , int ( f loat ( o u t l i n e [ 2 ℄ ) ) , int ( f loat
( o u t l i n e [ 3 ℄ ) ) , int ( f loat ( o u t l i n e [ 4 ℄ ) ) )
ons iderFat = [ ℄
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f r e shFa to r = [ ℄
h e l l o I n t e r v a l = [ ℄
r ou t e s 2  on s i d e r = [ ℄
for i in s e l e  t i o n :
ons iderFat . append ( ( input [ i [ 0 ℄ ℄ ) [ 0 ℄ )
f r e shFa to r . append ( ( input [ i [ 0 ℄ ℄ ) [ 1 ℄ )
h e l l o I n t e r v a l . append ( ( input [ i [ 0 ℄ ℄ ) [ 2 ℄ )
r ou t e s 2  on s i d e r . append ( ( input [ i [ 0 ℄ ℄ ) [ 3 ℄ )
reateNewInputFi le ( ons iderFat , f r e shFator ,
h e l l o I n t e r v a l , r ou t e s2ons ide r , numRuns , dataPaketSize ,
dataDis t ro )
de f reateNewInputFi le ( ons iderFat , f r e shFator , h e l l o I n t e r v a l ,
r ou t e s2ons ide r , numRuns , dataPaketSize , dataDis t ro ) :
f ou t = open ( " runs . i n i " , 'w ' )
fsum = open ( "inputsummary . txt " , "w" )
dataRate = [ ( 5 . 5*10**6 ) /4 , ( 5 . 5*10**6) /2 , ( 5 . 5*10**6) ℄
ount = 1
for i in range (numRuns) :
ount2 = 1
ons ide rFa tS t r = round ( random . gauss (sum(
ons iderFat ) / l en ( ons iderFat ) , getStdDev (
ons iderFat ) ) )
f r e s hFa t o rS t r = round ( random . gauss (sum(
f r e shFa to r ) / l en ( f r e shFa to r ) , getStdDev (
f r e shFa to r ) ) )
h e l l o I n t e r v a l S t r = round ( random . gauss (sum(
h e l l o I n t e r v a l ) / l en ( h e l l o I n t e r v a l ) , getStdDev (
h e l l o I n t e r v a l ) ) )
r ou t e s 2  on s i d e rS t r = round ( random . gauss (sum(
rou t e s 2  on s i d e r ) / l en ( r ou t e s 2  on s i d e r ) ,
getStdDev ( r ou t e s 2  on s i d e r ) ) )
i f ons ide rFa tS t r < 1 :
ons ide rFa tS t r = 1
i f ons ide rFa tS t r > 50 :
ons ide rFa tS t r = 50
i f f r e s hFa t o rS t r < 1 :
f r e s hFa t o rS t r = 1
i f f r e s hFa t o rS t r > 30 :
f r e s hFa t o rS t r = 30
i f h e l l o I n t e r v a l S t r < 1 :
h e l l o I n t e r v a l S t r = 1
i f h e l l o I n t e r v a l S t r > 10 :
h e l l o I n t e r v a l S t r = 10
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i f r ou t e s 2  on s i d e rS t r < 1 :
r ou t e s 2  on s i d e rS t r = 1
i f r ou t e s 2  on s i d e rS t r > 3 :
r ou t e s 2  on s i d e rS t r = 3
fsum . wr i t e ( s t r ( i +1)+"\ t "+s t r ( ons ide rFa tS t r )+"\
t "+s t r ( f r e s hFa t o rS t r )+"\ t "+s t r (
h e l l o I n t e r v a l S t r )+"\ t "+s t r ( r ou t e s 2  on s i d e rS t r
)+"\n" )
for j in range (3 ) :
f ou t . wr i t e ( " [Run "+s t r ( ( ( ount−1)*3)+
ount2 )+" ℄ \ n" )
f ou t . wr i t e ( "output−vetor− f i l e  = run"+
s t r ( ount )+"_"+s t r ( ount2 )+" . ve \n" )
f ou t . wr i t e ( "adHoSim . host [ * ℄ . appl .
dataRate = "+s t r ( dataRate [ ount2 −1℄)+
"\n" )
f ou t . wr i t e ( "adHoSim . host [ * ℄ . appl .
dataPaketSize  = "+s t r ( dataPaketSize
)+"\n" )
f ou t . wr i t e ( "adHoSim . host [ * ℄ . appl .
dataDis t ro  = "+s t r ( dataDis t ro )+"\n" )
f ou t . wr i t e ( "adHoSim . host [ * ℄ . appl .
b l o kS i z e  = "+s t r ( b l o kS i z e )+"\n" )
f ou t . wr i t e ( "adHoSim . host [ * ℄ . net .
ons iderFat  = "+s t r ( ons ide rFa tS t r )
+"\n" )
f ou t . wr i t e ( "adHoSim . host [ * ℄ . net .
f r e shFa to r  = "+s t r ( f r e s hFa t o rS t r )+"
\n" )
f ou t . wr i t e ( "adHoSim . host [ * ℄ . net .
h e l l o I n t e r v a l  = "+s t r (
h e l l o I n t e r v a l S t r )+"\n" )
f ou t . wr i t e ( "adHoSim . host [ * ℄ . net .
r ou t e s 2  on s i d e r  = "+s t r (
r ou t e s 2  on s i d e rS t r )+"\n\n" )
ount2+=1
ount+=1
fout .  l o s e ( )
fsum .  l o s e ( )
de f getStdDev ( input ) :
mean = sum( input ) / l en ( input )
out = 0
for i in input :
out+=(i−mean) **2
std=round (math . s q r t ( out/ l en ( input ) ) )
return std
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i f __name__ == "__main__" :
numRuns = 20
dataPaketSize = 1024*8 # 1kB
dataDis t ro = 1 # 1 = poisson , 2 = bloks , 3 = uniform
b lokS i z e = 750
gene ra t i on = 5
#newInputGenerator (numRuns , dataPaketSize , dataDistro ,
g ene ra t i on )
throughputparse r ( gene ra t i on )
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